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2 General Introduction
General Introduction
Cerebrovascular imaging is a vital and ever-expanding field of research in radiology and
neuroradiology. Commonly used methods include X-ray based methods (Digital Sub-
traction Angiography and Computed Tomography), ultrasound and contrast-enhanced
and non-contrast enhanced magnetic resonance imaging, or more specifically: magnetic
resonance angiography. Magnetic resonance imaging methods have the advantage of
being non-invasive due to the use of non-ionizing radiation. Furthermore, it is possi-
ble to manipulate the intrinsic properties of biomaterials to change the image contrast
without the application of any external substances. One role for the rise of angiography
techniques played the advent of high field devices (3 Tesla and more), which allowed to
introduce advanced methods for the visualization of intracranial arteries. This includes
the possibility of reducing contrast agent dosage, increasing the signal-to-noise ratio, the
visualization of smaller arterial (and venous) branches, the reduction of scan time and
the potential of time-resolved acquisitions. However, also adverse effects on image qual-
ity, e.g. sequences being more prone to image artifacts were observed, which had to be
resolved. The following sections should give a short overview of the principles of nuclear
magnetic resonance and its application in neurovascular imaging. These sections are
intended to describe their functional principle, as well as their individual benefits and
drawbacks, which in turn lead to the motivation for the research presented in this thesis.
The main goal of this thesis was to investigate and optimize the use of super-selective
arterial spin labeling as a means of angiographic imaging in humans. This thesis consists
of five parts beginning with the general introduction to the fundamental properties of
nuclear magnetic resonance and its applications.
Chapter 2 describes a method to acquire selective and super-selective static angiograms
of the cerebral vasculature in quantitative comparison to time-of-flight angiography in
volunteers and in patients. The analysis was performed to assess differences in the resolv-
able arteries to prove the potential of super-selective arterial spin labeled angiography
in humans.
In chapter 3, a modification of the super-selective angiography method is presented,
where the hemodynamic information, i.e. inflowing blood, is additionally added to the
images by acquiring the images at different time-points after labeling. However, as this
process would take too long to be used in routine measurements, an undersampling
method denoted as keyhole is used to speed up the imaging process. Hence, only a
reduced number of frequencies is acquired during readout.
A further implementation to accelerate super-selective arterial spin labeled angiography
is presented in chapter 4, where a different calculation model is carried out to acquire the
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subtraction angiograms. It describes a method where a the number of control conditions
could be reduced to shorten the scan time as compared to standard super-selective
arterial spin labeling.
In chapter 5 a method is presented, where super-selective arterial spin labeling was
performed using additional phase-encoding gradients. Hence, this method allows for
the selective imaging of individual arteries in combination with the visualization of flow
directions and velocities. This method was tested in healthy volunteers and in two
patients, where one suffered from an aneurysm and the second from an arterio-venous
malformation.
The last chapter, chapter 6 gives a short summary of the presented work as well as
a future outlook of potential applications and improvements of super-selective arterial
spin labeling angiography.
Chapter 1
Chapter 1
Introduction
Today, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) plays an important part in medical diag-
nostics, as it allows for obtaining information about the body and its functions in a
non-invasive way. This chapter should give a short introduction to MRI beginning from
the fundamental physical properties of nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), including
hardware considerations and the basis of image formation, alongside with state-of-the
art imaging methods with special focus on neuro-vascular imaging. Additionally, this
chapter is intended to present the basics of the function and morphology of the cere-
brovascular system.
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An overview of Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
The basis for nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) was formed by Nicola Tesla in 1882 by
the fundamental discovery of the rotating magnetic field [1]. In honor of Teslas contribu-
tions, today’s scanners are calibrated in Tesla units, as proclaimed by the 11th General
Conference on Weights and Measures in 1960 [2]. In the 1930s, Isidor I. Rabi observed
the quantum phenomenon denoted as NMR by using the self-introduced molecular-beam
magnetic-resonance detection method [3]. Hence, he recognized that atomic nuclei show
their presence by absorbing and emitting radio waves when exposed to a sufficiently
strong magnetic field. Later, in the 1940s Edward Purcell and Felix Bloch discovered
independently the potential of expanding the previously introduced technique to solids
and liquids. This method was first solely used to study the chemical structure of different
substances [4, 5]. In the 1970s, Paul Lauterbur produced the first in-vivo NMR images
by introducing gradient fields that allow for spatial decoding [6]. Sir Peter Mansfield
developed a method through mathematical analysis of the radio signals emitted during
this process. These and other developments were awarded with Nobel prizes in the fields
of physics, chemistry and medicine. The following section is kept to the fundamental
properties needed for understanding the work presented in this thesis. More detailed
quantum-mechanical explanations in the field of NMR and its applications can be found
in several textbooks [7–10].
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Spin, Magnetic Moment and Bulk Magnetization
All matter is built up by atoms, which are in turn built up by smaller sub-atomic
particles that include protons, neutrons and electrons. Each nucleus has four important
physical properties. These are: mass, electric charge, magnetism and spin. The mass
of matter is mostly governed by the mass of the individual nuclei. Electric charge
is of vital importance, as the build-up of atoms, i.e. nuclei and electrons are bound to
strong electrostatic interactions between the positively charged nuclei and the negatively
charged electrons. Nuclear magnetism is very weak and therefore less important for the
atomic or molecular structure. The last property, the spin, is a fundamental, yet not
tangible property of nuclei. A commonly used analogy to describe spin is to think of
the nucleus as a planet rotating around its own axis in space (Figure 1.1a). Nuclear
magnetism as well as spin do not have a noticable effect on the normal chemical and
physical behavior of materials, yet as magnetic nuclei interact with external magnetic
fields, these properties can be used to assess detailed molecular information, which is
not accessible otherwise. To the spin angular momentum (s) of a nucleus, a magnetic
dipole moment µ is linked which can be expressed as
µ = γ · s (1.1)
where γ denotes the gyromagnetic ratio, a constant specific to a certain nucleus. By
applying an external magnetic field (B0), an interaction energy (H) of
H = −µ ·B0 (1.2)
is produced. The magnetic moment also experiences a torque causing it to not align
with the field but precessing around the direction of B0 (Figure 1.1b), that is equal to
the rate of change of angular momentum of
ds
dt
= µ×B0 = γ · s×B0 (1.3)
Following quantum mechanical properties, spin angular momentum is quantized, mean-
ing that only discrete stable rotational states exist (Figure 1.1b). Hence, the term ”spin”
is derived from the quantum mechanical description in which each atomic and subatomic
particle is given a certain spin quantum number (I). About 1/3 of all nuclei consist of
an even number of protons and neutrons and thereby do not possess a macroscopically
measurable spin, i.e. I = 0 and cannot experience nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
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Figure 1.1: (a) Visualization of a Proton as a spinning planet (b) Possible eigenvalues
of the magnetic moment within an external magnetic field B0 of a spin with I =
1/2
effects. The remaining nuclei, which are of interest in NMR applications do possess spin
quantum numbers of either integer (e.g. I = 1 for 2H) or half integer (e.g. I = 1/2 for
1H) numbers. In the periodic table of elements, spins ranging from I = 0 to I = 7 can
be found. The value of I determines the possible Zeeman levels, i.e. the discrete energy
levels of the nuclei when placed in B0 (Figure 1.2).
These discrete levels Em can be calculated as
Em = −m · γ · ~ ·B0 (1.4)
where ~ is the reduced Planck’s constant of 6,626*10−34 Js divided by 2pi. The value of
m describes the quantum number that assumes the eigenvalues
− I,−I + 1, ..., I − 1,+I. (1.5)
It follows that there are 2I+1 possible eigenstates, which are separated by
∆E = γ · ~ ·B0 (1.6)
According to Planck’s law, the frequency of an atom corresponding to a quantized energy
transition of ∆E can be written as
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Figure 1.2: Visualization of the Zeeman effect of a spin with I = 1/2 displaying the
possible eigenvalues. In this visualization m = -1/2 describes the higher (anti-parallel)
energy level
∆E = ~ · ω (1.7)
Following, equations 1.6 and 1.7 can be rewritten as
ω = γ ·B0 (1.8)
known as the Larmor relationship. Hence, the separation of Zeeman energies and con-
sequently the transition frequencies of the eigenstates increases directly in proportion
with the strength of the external magnetic field.
In MRI, the 1H nucleus (with I = 1/2) is most commonly used. This nucleus has two
possible Zeeman energy levels, often referred to as the ”spin up” and the ”spin down”
state.
However, the behavior of a single spin is of little to no interest in human MRI applica-
tions. Hence, the behavior of an ensemble of a vast number of nuclei, also referred to
as ”Bulk Magnetization” are taken into account. The term ”spin” is commonly used to
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describe the properties of a group of protons1. Without any external manipulations (i.e.
no external magnetic field), the spins within a volume are randomly oriented in space.
In this situation, no net magnetization is created. After applying an external magnetic
field, the spins align with the applied external main field B0, where the alignment in
direction of the main field (”parallel”) is energetically favorable. The distribution of
the nuclei in the two eigenstates (parallel or anti-parallel) can be calculated using the
Boltzmann statistics
Nup
Ndown
= e
(−∆E
kBT
)
(1.9)
which can be rewritten to
Nup
Ndown
= 1 + (
γ~B0
kBT
) (1.10)
at clinical field strengths (of 1-7T), under the assumption that the temperature of the
samples is on a level of 20◦-40◦C and γ~B0 << kBT .
The difference between Nup and Ndown can thus be calculated as
Nexcess = Nup −Ndown =
Ntotal
2
×
γ~B0
kBT
(1.11)
where Nexcess describes the differences between the parallel (Nup) and anti-parallel spins
(Ndown). Ntotal is the total number of spins in the given volume, kB is the Boltzmann
constant of 1.381*10−23 and T is the temperature given in Kelvin. There is an excess of
parallel oriented spins in the magnitude of a few parts per million (ppm). The resulting
net magnetization vector is oriented in the direction of B0 and commonly denoted as
equilibrium magnetization (M0).
Excitation and Relaxation
Radiofrequency (RF) pulses, which have to match the Larmor frequency, are used to
manipulate the spins inside the system and in further consequence to measure the result-
ing energy transitions as it is not possible to directly detect signal from M0. Excitation
therefore refers to the process of introducing energy to the system, where the RF pulse
(B1 field) is applied as a time-varying magnetic field oriented perpendicular to the main
magnetic field. This can be expressed as
1The word spin in the context of a group of spins is an abridged form of ”spin isochromat”, meaning
that the effects occur on protons with similar properties.
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Figure 1.3: Visualization of a 90◦ flip angle in the (a) Laboratory Frame and (b) the
Rotating Frame of reference, which rotates about the z-axis with the angular velocity
of ω = γ · B0, where the initial magnetization M0 is displayed as bold gray arrow and
the final magnetization as bold black arrow
dM
dt
=M × γ ·B (1.12)
where B =


B1cos(ωt)
B1sin(ωt)
B0


While applying the pulse, two effects occur concurrently. First, part of the first parallel
aligned spins orient against the main field, meaning they are in a higher energy state.
Second, the spins are starting to precess in phase (phase coherence). The description
of these properties however can become cumbersome and therefore a rotating frame of
reference is introduced to simplify the visualization of these effects (Figure 1.3). This
rotating frame of reference precesses at the larmor frequency ω about the z-axis of the
B0 field. Thereby, only the precession of B1 remains visible, making it easier to follow
the course of the magnetization vector.
In the rotating frame of reference, the precession about the B1 field tips the magne-
tization vector from the z-axis into the transverse axis by the flip angle α, which is a
function of time and the amplitude of B1.
α = ω ·∆t = γ ·B1 ·∆t (1.13)
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The resulting state of the magnetization is denoted in terms of vectors of the reduced
longitudinal component (Mz) and the built up transverse magnetization (Mxy) perpen-
dicular to the direction of B0 in a Cartesian coordinate system (Figure 1.3b).
After switching off the pulse, the spins start to relax to thermal equilibrium with the
material-specific time constant of T1. T1 relaxation, also denoted as longitudinal re-
laxation occurs via energy transfer between nuclei and the surrounding molecules (the
lattice) and is dependent on the composition and temperature of the system (”spin-
lattice relaxation”). The evolution of the longitudinal magnetization after applying a
90◦ RF pulse can be expressed as
Mz =M0(1− e
−t
T1 ) (1.14)
and is defined as the time it takes for the magnetization to return to 63% (1-1e ) of its
initial value.
Furthermore, the spins start to dephase due to their interaction with each other (”spin-
spin relaxation”). This process is denoted as T2 relaxation, which is expressed as
Mxy =Mxye
−t
T2 (1.15)
and is always less than or equal to T1 relaxation.
These processes occur simultaneously and can be expressed in all three spatial directions
by solving the Bloch equations
dMz
dt
= (M × γ ·B)z −
Mz −M0
T1
= γ(Mx ·By −My ·Bx)−
Mz −M0
T1
(1.16)
dMx
dt
= (M × γ ·B)x −
Mx
T2
= γ(My ·Bz −Mz ·By)−
Mx
T2
(1.17)
dMy
dt
= (M × γ ·B)y −
Mx
T2
= γ(Mz ·Bx −Mx ·Bz)−
My
T2
(1.18)
The third effect is as T2∗ relaxation.
Mxy =Mxye
−t
T2∗ (1.19)
T2∗ can be seen as ”effective” T2 decay and is always less than or equal to T2, as it
does not only reflect T2 decay occur from spin-spin interaction, but also magnetic field
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inhomogeneities as well as susceptibility-induced field distortions by the tissue itself or
external materials (e.g. contrast agent). Certain MRI techniques are making use of this
process, for example Blood-Oxygen level Dependent (BOLD) MRI used for functional
imaging. T2∗ effects are only visible in gradient echo acquisitions, as the 180
◦ refocusing
RF-Pulse in Spin-Echo acquisitions eliminates the magnetic field inhomogeneities, which
is explained in a later section.
Signal in the Free Induction Decay (FID) can be measured, as the tipped magnetization
into the transverse plane precesses at the resonance frequency and can be detected by a
receiver coil (i.e. an antenna). The FID can be measured as long as the phase coherence
has not yet been completely destroyed by T2∗. As the FID measures the precession of
the spins, it forms a decaying sine wave with the base frequency of the Larmor frequency
and a decay envelope of
e
−t
T2∗ (1.20)
The MRI Signal
The different frequencies obtained by MR scanning can be mathematically related by
using the Fourier transform method, yelding
S(k) =
∫
∞
−∞
s(x)e(−i2pikx)dx (1.21)
and
s(x) =
∫
∞
−∞
S(k)e(i2pikx)dk (1.22)
where s(x) and S(k) are functions of x and k respectively, denoting real space (x) and
inverse space (k). Applying these transformations on the obtained signal is the basis of
MR image formation.
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Scanner Hardware and Field Gradients
The principle component for MRI is a magnet exhibiting field strengths from 0.1T up
to 7T and more for human applications, commonly denoted as the ”static” or ”main”
magnetic field (B0). Today, mostly used are super-conducting, helium-cooled electro-
magnets. For comparison, the magnetic field of the earth is approximately 20 to 70µT,
depending on the geographic location with higher field strengths at the poles. The B0
field is maximally homogeneous within a certain radius from the magnetic isocenter,
defined in parts per million (ppm) within a sphere of a specific radius.
Another fundamental hardware component of MRI scanners are the magnetic field gra-
dients. The change in magnetic field strength induced by these coils is oriented in the
three logical scanner axes (x, y and z). A variation of the field strength inside the scan-
ner is therefore possible in all arbitrary directions. Hence, the main magnetic field is
overlayed with weaker fields, denoted as Gx, Gy and Gz to exactly decode the location
of certain structures. To acquire an axial slice, first the Gz gradient is used to choose a
certain region to be excited by the RF pulse. Hence, as the magnetic field strength is
changed in its strength in that direction, the larmor frequency changes along the z-axis,
making it possible to excite a single slice. This gradient is therefore also known as the
slice-encoding gradient. The relationship of the change in resonance frequency with the
applied slice selection gradient can be expressed as
ω(z) = γ ·B0 + γ ·Gzz (1.23)
where Gz describes the amplitude of the gradient in the z-axis. However, as the spins also
experience a different resonance frequency through the selected slice, dephasing will still
occur. This is counteracted by applying a second gradient with opposite polarity directly
after the slice selection gradient. where Gz describes the amplitude of the gradient in
the z-axis. However, as the spins also experience a different resonance frequency through
the selected slice, dephasing will still occur. This is counteracted by applying a second
gradient with opposite polarity directly after the slice selection gradient.
The second gradient, also called phase encoding gradient can be denoted as Gx. It is
applied perpendicular to the direction of Gz in-between excitation and signal reception.
The gradient changes the resonance frequency of the spins in horizontal direction, leaving
a lasting phase-shift in x-direction after its application. Hence, the spins still precess at
the larmor frequency, yet their phase has been changed. The difference in phase (∆ϕ)
is given by
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Figure 1.4: Schematic of the Hardware used for Magnetic Resonance Imaging
∆ϕ(x) = γ ·Gx · t(Grad) · x (1.24)
with t(Grad) being the time of gradient application.
The third gradient, Gy is applied during readout and covers the remaining axis of the
scanner. Hence, as the spins also experience a phase-shift upon its application, the
location of a structure can finally be clearly distinguished. The frequency of the acquired
signal can be expressed as
S(tGrad) =
∫ y
0
ρ(y)e(−iγGytGrad)dy (1.25)
with ρ(y) being the spin density along the y-axis.
It should be noted, that the direction of Gx and Gy is interchangeable. This might
become important in certain applications, as most artifacts (e.g. wrap-around) occur in
the direction of the phase-encoding gradient. This happens due to aliasing, as only the
range between a -180◦ and +180◦ phase difference can be separated, but a further phase
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Figure 1.5: Schematic sequence diagram of a Spin-Echo Sequence
shift would lead to a wrap-around and in further consequence to a false assigned location.
The change in frequency however is not prone to aliasing errors and the receiver can
clearly separate high and low frequencies.
A further vital part of the MRI machine is a radio-frequency transmit system (RF
system), which is needed for spin excitation, as described in the previous section. The
frequency of these RF pulses follows the larmor frequency and has a direct relationship
with the strength of B0 and is in the range of approximately 42.57MHz at 1T to 298MHz
at 7T (Equation 1.8).
Lastly, the signal has to be detected and processed. This is achieved using RF antennae,
commonly denoted as (receive) coils in the context of MRI. These include transmit-
receive systems (for sending and receiving RF pulses) or multiple receive coil arrays, e.g.
an 8 or 32 channel birdcage head-coil system. The obtained complex data is digitally
post-processed and visualized as the final image by the image reconstruction computer.
A schematic of the here described and additional hardware components (e.g. the control
console) is shown in Figure 1.4.
Sequence Structure and Image Formation
MRI sequences consist mainly of repetitive RF-Pulses in conjunction with time-varying
gradient fields. The historically first pulse sequence used is the Spin-Echo (SE), which
is used here as an example to describe the basic principle of image acquisition and
formation. A schematic drawing of the RF pulses and gradients used in a SE-sequence
is shown in Figure 1.5.
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In this basic sequence, first a 90◦ RF-Pulse is applied in order to excite the spins and
to build up the transverse magnetization. After RF application, the Mz component of
the magnetization vector is zero and the Mxy vector one (Figure 1.3). The spins then
start to relax and dephase, inducing the FID in the receiver coil. Due to dephasing,
the signal reduces to zero. This effect can be partly reversed by applying a second RF
pulse with 180◦ after waiting half the echo time (TE). This pulse rephases the vectors
in the transverse plane. At time-point TE, the spins are in phase coherence again and
maximum signal can be obtained. The intensity of the echo relative to the initial signal
is given by
e
−TE
T2 (1.26)
This sequence of 90◦ - 180◦ RF-Pulse application has to be repeated with different
strengths of the phase-encoding gradient for each line of k-space to be acquired. In
MRI, the signal of the time domain corresponds to the Fourier transform (FT) of the
measured transverse magnetization. The signal is represented as frequency information
in the so-called ”k-space”, also denoted as the ”frequency domain”. The lines in k-space
have to be filled by the acquired signal sequentially in the case of Cartesian readouts. The
actual acquired line is determined by the strength of the phase-encoding gradient. This
process is schematically shown in Figure 1.6 for SE-imaging. As it can take up to several
seconds to acquire a single line in k-space, accelerated image acquisition strategies were
introduced, which include, but are not limited to reduced k-space acquisition (”Half-
Fourier imaging”) or Turbo Spin-Echo (TSE) imaging.
A different method for obtaining images are gradient echo (GE) image sequences, as
depicted schematically in 1.7. This type of sequence is also based on an initial RF pulse
to excite the spins, yet the 90◦ - 180◦ repetitive application becomes unnecessary by
applying only gradients to refocus the spins. Hence, after the initial RF pulse, the first
lobe of the gradient (negative) causes a phase dispersion. The second gradient (positive)
reverses this dispersion, thereby refocusing the spins and forming a gradient echo. This
results in the possibility of shorter TE as compared to SE sequences. Furthermore,
when using lower flip angle excitations, the repetition time (TR) can also be reduced.
This combination of short TR and short TE allows for a very rapid signal acquisition,
forming the basis of most MR angiography imaging methods. Another important aspect
of GE imaging is that the phase shifts induces by the magnetic field inhomogeneities,
tissue susceptibility gradients and chemical shifts are not reversed as in a SE sequence.
These sequences are therefore more prone to susceptibility and chemical shift artifacts,
requiring an extremely homogeneous field. GE sequences have been modified to visualize
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Figure 1.6: k-space readout of one line (phase encoding) in a SE-sequence
Figure 1.7: Schematic sequence diagram of a Gradient Echo Sequence
several image contrasts, e.g. balanced or spoiled gradient echo. A comprehensive list of
commonly used sequences can be found in [11].
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The Neurovascular System - Morphology and Function
The brain is supplied with oxygenated blood by a complex system of vessels. It only
comprises about 2% of the body’s weight, yet receives 15-20% of the cardiac output,
making it one of the most perfused organs of the human body. Therefore, a continuously
circulating flow of oxygen, glucose and other vital nutrients supplying the individual
brain regions is necessary for a normal function. The term circulation refers to the
movement of blood through the network of blood vessels which are feeding the brain
(and all other organs of the body). Blood oxygenation is being carried out via the
lungs, where carbon dioxide is removed and oxygen atoms are being attached to the
erythrocytes. Upon arriving at the brain tissue, the nutrients penetrate the vessel wall
and are delivered to the cells. This process is called perfusion and is one of the most
important diagnostic measures of healthy brain function. After delivery, the venous
system transports the deoxygenated blood including lactic acid and other metabolic
products back to the heart, where the circulation process starts over. A blockage of
blood flow in an artery (e.g. caused by blood clots or arteriosclerosis) might lead to a
transient ischemic attack or stroke, subsequently leading to under-perfused areas and
potential irreversible damage. The vascular system and its function -especially regarding
the supply of the brain- is a highly complex topic and the various details are being
addressed in several textbooks [12–16]. The following section is intended to give a short
overview of the complex architecture of the cerebral vasculature alongside with the most
important vascular territories.
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Major Arteries
The brain is supplied with blood from two major pairs of arteries. These are the left and
right carotid (CA) and vertebral arteries (VA). The CAs originate from the aortic arch as
common carotid arteries (CCA), where the right CCA arises from the brachiocephalic
trunk that is also the origin of the right subclavian artery. The left CCA (and the
left subclavian artery) directly arise from the aortic arch. Both CCAs then divide
approximately at the level of the fourth cervical vertebral body, also denoted as carotid
bifurcation. The arteries are then denoted as the internal (ICA) and external carotid
arteries (ECA), while the latter mainly supplies the face and scalp with blood. The
VAs unify to the basilar artery (BA), sometimes denoted as vertebro-basilar artery. The
origin and extent of the major arteries from the aortic arch up to the Circle of Willis
(CoW) is given in Figure 1.8. It should be noted that the origin of the individual arteries
is prone to various anatomical norm-variations, e.g. a non-existent brachiocephalic trunk
[17].
The ICAs generally supply the cerebrum (Anterior circulation) and the cerebellum and
brain stem are supplied by the VAs (Posterior Circulation). The ICAs and the BA
pass through the bottom of the skull and form the CoW, playing a central role in
cerebral blood supply. From there, the smaller intracranial arteries are distributed to
the individual flow territories.
The Circle of Willis
Since the brain and its feeding arteries are vulnerable, the cerebral circulatory system
has several safeguards. One of these is the Circle of Willis (CoW), which is formed by the
major brain feeding arteries. In cases of reduced blood supply from one artery, a takeover
from other arteries can be achieved via this anastomosis. An MR image of a complete
CoW can be found in 1.9. However, the CoW is prone to various anatomical variants
and in several cases these pathways are incomplete and no contralateral bloodflow can
be performed [18]. In that case, the recruitment of secondary collateral arteries occurs,
which then also results in an adequate supply of the prior under-supplied territory
(Collateral Circulation) [19].
Anterior Circulation
The smaller intracranial arteries arise from the CoW and distribute over the whole brain,
branching into even smaller arterial segments (arterioles), before finally becoming capil-
laries and undergo tissue perfusion. The main arteries are the Anterior Cerebral Arteries
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Figure 1.8: MRI of the aortic arch and the major brain feeding arteries
(ACA), Middle Cerebral Arteries (MCA) and the Posterior Cerebral Arteries (PCA). A
visual representation of these arteries on a high resolution time-of-flight angiogram is
shown in Figure 1.9 and their flow territories are shown in 1.10a.
The ACAs arise from the internal carotid arteries, supplying mostly the superior-medial
parietal lobes as well as the medial parts of the frontal lobe. The ACA can be subdivided
into 5 segments (A1-A5), where the latter segments are branches from the supracallosal
arteries. The A1 segment originates from the internal carotid artery to the anterior com-
municating artery. The A2 segment branches into the pericallosal and callosomarginal
arteries. The A3 is one of the main terminal branches of the ACA, extending from the
pericallosal sulcus to the internal parietal arteries.
The MCA supplies the lateral portions of the frontal, parietal and temporal lobes in both
hemispheres. These lobes main function is to control the sensory functions of the arms,
throat, hands and face. The MCAs arise from the internal carotid arteries, continue into
the lateral sulcus and then branch into several parts to supply the lateral cerebral cortex.
The MCAs can be subdivided into 4 segments. The M1 segment supplies the basal
ganglia, the M2 segment the insula. M3 is the opercular segment, which is sometimes
part of the M2. The most terminal segment is formed by the fine M4 branches. The
MCA and its branches supply the bulk of the lateral surface of both hemispheres, where
the language (BrocA) and comprehension (Wernicke) area are located. Furthermore,
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Figure 1.9: The Circle of Willis
the basal ganglia and the internal capsule, responsible for cognition, emotion, learning
and structural connection are supplied by the MCA branches.
The PCAs make up the lower part of the Circle of Willis. These arteries can be separated
in the central, the choroidal and the cortical branches, supplying the occipital lobes and
parts of the temporal lobes.
Posterior circulation
The cerebellum is supplied by three main vessels, that are the Superior cerebellar artery
(SuCA), Anterior inferior cerebellar artery (AICA) and the Posterior inferior cerebellar
artery (PICA). The SuCA supplies the cerebellar hemispheres and most of the cerebellar
white matter. The AICA and the PICA are prone to variants (AICA-PICA dominance)
and their supply territories vary depending on the dominating artery. Generally, the
PICA supplies the posterio-inferior cerebellar hemispheres and the vermis, while the
AICA territories include the middle cerebellar peduncle, portion of the pons, the floccu-
lus and the anterio-inferior surface of the cerebellum [20]. The flow territories of these
arteries are displayed in 1.10b.
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Figure 1.10: The vascular territories of the anterior (a) and posterior circulation (b)
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Magnetic Resonance Angiography
Magnetic Resonance Angiography (MRA) methods are widely used in clinical routine
imaging. MRA methods are a vital part of the assessment of the cerebral status and
have been developed since the beginning of MRI. The field of MRA is continuously
advancing and several reviews and textbooks were published in order to highlight all
aspects and the current status of MRA methods [21–24]. The gold standard of obtaining
intracranial vascular structures selectively is X-Ray digital subtraction angiography, yet
this method is limited by using ionizing radiation. Another method, ultrasound is a
non-invasive alternative, yet lacks spatial resolution and the potential to penetrate the
skull and image intracranial arteries. One specialty of MRI is that the vascular system
can be depicted either with or without external contrast agents. These two approaches
of image acquisition can then further be subdivided into static and dynamic angiography
methods, where either a stationary picture of the vasculature and its small branches can
be depicted or the dynamic inflow of arterial blood is imaged. Both types of angiography
methods exhibit individual benefits and drawbacks and the appropriate method has to
be chosen for the right clinical question. The benefits of visualizing the arterial and
venous system are manifold. Common indications include the identification of vascular
abnormalities, such as aneurysms, dissections, arteriovenous malformations (AVM) and
arteriosclerosis. Further common questions are the evaluation of tumor-feeding arteries
(e.g. prior to chemoembolization or radiation therapy), the guidance of interventional
procedures and perioperative planning in e.g. Parkinsons’ disease. Furthermore, due to
their non-invasiveness, MRA methods are a viable tool in the post-surgical assessment
of therapy success.
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Contrast enhanced angiography
In MRI, contrast(agent) enhanced (CE) methods are often used to monitor the inflow of
arterial blood, where the first pass of contrast agent passing through the carotid arteries
is imaged. Most often, the contrast agent (CA) is administered via the venous system,
e.g. the arm veins. To track the course of the CA, real-time navigator sequences can
be performed that show the bolus passage through the heart and the lungs. When
the CA bolus reaches the carotid arteries, image acquisition is started and the arterial
inflow as well as the venous outflow are visualized with the highest possible temporal
and spatial resolution. One example for this method is the 4D TRAK sequence [25].
Advantageous in this approach is the high temporal resolution and contrast enhanced
anatomical images can also be performed without the additional administration of CA.
However, as the course of the CA is not bound to a certain artery, only non-selective
imaging is possible. Furthermore, the venous drainage is always present in the images,
potentially degrading image quality and reducing diagnostic confidence of the arterial
vasculature.
Non-Contrast enhanced angiography
Non-contrast enhanced (NCE) methods have the advantage of not being bound to any
external contrast agent application. This makes these methods attractive to be used
on a daily basis without potential adverse reactions and also for monitoring purposes,
e.g. to monitor subtle changes in the vasculature over time. Especially the last point
has become more important in the last years, as there is established evidence that the
gadolinium CA application in patients suffering from insufficient renal function are likely
to develop nephrogenic systemic fibrosis [26, 27]. Additionally, recent studies suggest a
decheleation of this type of CA, potentially leading to accumulation of gadolinium in
the brain tissue [28, 29].
Among all NCE angiographic methods, time-of-flight (TOF) angiography is most com-
monly used for the visualization of the intracranial arteries in the clinical setting. This
method provides high vessel-to-background signal with excellent spatial resolution below
1mm in-plane and at moderate scan times of approximately 5 minutes while covering
the entire brain [30]. However, this method also has some disadvantages. First, it is
generally not possible to draw conclusions about individual arteries, as the inflow of all
arteries is simultaneously imaged. There are approaches to visualize certain arteries,
yet these methods are currently not included in all clinical protocols [31]. Furthermore,
using TOF angiography no quantitative information (e.g. flow velocity and/or direction)
can be obtained.
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Figure 1.11: Phase contrast angiogram in 3 encoding directions
Another well-known technique in NCE magnetic resonance angiography (MRA) is phase-
contrast angiographic imaging (PCA) [32]. In this application, the phase discrepancy
between flowing blood spins compared to static spins (e.g. from tissue) is used to obtain
angiographic images as the phase shift from moving spins is proportional to their velocity.
Hence, blood flow velocities can be directly calculated from the data. Performing the
encoding in all three logical scanner axis allows for obtaining additional information
about flow direction. This method can also be expanded via incorporating information
of the cardiac phase, allowing for time-resolved acquisitions, denoted as 4D Flow imaging
[33]. Especially in cardiac imaging, 4D Flow acquisitions are performed with increasing
interest to measure turbulent flow patterns and to calculate advanced parameters, e.g.
wall shear stress in aneurysms. This application becomes more and more common in
neuroimaging as well, yet image acquisition times might not be suitable to be used in
clinical routine imaging [34]. Furthermore, as already described in the TOF method,
no artery-selective imaging is possible with current PCA approaches. An example of
a static PCA over the CoW is shown in Figure 1.11, where the 3 directional encoding
directions (right-left, RL, anterior-posterior, AP and feet-head, FH) are indicated.
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Arterial Spin Labeling
Arterial Spin Labeling (ASL) is a method commonly used to perform NCE perfu-
sion imaging. Throughout the years of experience and development, numerous tech-
niques were introduced. Generally, a distinction between pulsed (PASL) and continuous
(CASL) can be made, where both methods have their advantages and disadvantages
[35, 36]. As a hybrid technique, pulsed (or pseudo) continuous ASL (pCASL) was in-
troduced and is currently the recommended method in ASL perfusion imaging [37, 38].
Basically, ASL relies on the acquisition of two consecutively acquired images. A ”la-
bel” image is acquired, where the inflowing blood is inverted. Then, a ”control” image
without inversion is acquired. The control image also experiences the inversion pulses,
yet the methods are modulated in a way that no net inversion occurs. The reasoning
behind this is that the two images can be accurately subtracted, as they experience the
same distortions and potentially applied additional background suppression pulses. In
perfusion ASL, the signal difference between the label and control image is in the order
of 1-2% due to relaxation processes. By adding several acquired repetitions, the signal
difference is emphasized. Subsequent subtraction leads to a perfusion weighted image,
where only the difference between the labeled and non-labeled blood is visible as the
static tissues vanish, because there is no difference in their signal in both images [39].
Patient compliance however is one of the challenges in ASL, as no movement in-between
the acquisitions should occur, otherwise image quality can be reduced due to incom-
plete subtraction. In angiographic applications, the inflowing blood is not yet relaxed
to that degree as in perfusion imaging, therefore a single repetition of the experiment is
sufficient.
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Pulsed and Continuous Arterial Spin Labeling
In pulsed ASL (PASL), short adiabatic inversion pulses are used in order to label a
large volume of blood at once. The labeling (and control) experiment can be performed
either over the neck arteries as used e.g. in the STAR (Signal Targeting with Alternat-
ing Radiofrequency) method or over the imaging slice as used in FAIR (Flow-sensitive
alternating inversion recovery), where the control condition is also based on inversion,
yet over the full imaging volume. Major advantages of PASL methods is their easier
implementation and lower hardware demands. However, one major disadvantage is the
reduced sensitivity to flow and lower SNR compared to continuous ASL (CASL) [40].
In CASL on the other hand, an inversion RF pulse in a small labeling plane is employed
over 1-2 seconds to achieve inversion of a sufficiently large blood bolus passing this plane.
CASL relies on an effect denoted as adiabatic fast passage (AFP). AFP is a technique of
producing a rotation of the macroscopic magnetization vector by shifting the frequency
of the RF pulses in a short time compared to the relaxation times. Hence, in AFP,
the orientation of the effective field (B) changes continuously during application of RF
pulses, thereby the angle betweenM and B remains constant. The magnetizationM can
follow the effective field of the RF pulse. There are several prerequisites to be fulfilled
for this process. First, the change of orientation of B has to be slow enough thatM can
follow it (hence the term ”adiabatic”). On the other hand, the process has to be fast
enough that no relaxation effects can disturb the process, giving rise to the term ”fast”
[41]. In CASL, this effect is achieved by keeping the RF pulse constant, yet in flow
direction of the blood spins a gradient is applied, that changes the Larmor frequency
in this direction. When the blood is then flowing with constant velocity, the spins
experience a sweep in their Larmor frequency. The described requirements are easily
fulfilled using MR scanners at clinical field strengths and considering the range of human
blood flow velocities. An advantage of CASL is its higher SNR as compared to PASL.
A major drawback of CASL however is the high demand on gradient and RF power,
making it prone to imperfections of the system, possibly reducing inversion efficiency
and reducing image quality. Using body-coil transmission, the specific absorption limits
(SAR) can easily be exceeded and often transmit-receive systems have to be used for
this method. Furthermore, CASL is more sensitive to variations of flow velocity [40]. A
schematic overview displaying the labeling geometries of the here described methods is
shown in 1.12.
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Figure 1.12: Commonly used labeling approaches with the inversion strategy indi-
cated on the bottom left of each image. The labeling plane (or volume) is visualized in
red, the readout volume in white.
Pseudo-continuous Arterial Spin Labeling
To merge the benefits of PASL and CASL, while overcoming their limitations, a hybrid
method was introduced, denoted as pseudo (or pulsed) continuous ASL (pCASL), which
is also the currently recommended method to perform ASL perfusion imaging [37, 38].
Hence, the continuous RF pulse as well as the gradient applied in blood flow direction
of CASL are split into an array of short (less than 1ms), consecutively applied pulses
over 1-2 seconds approximating continuous inversion. This leads to a reduction of the
hardware demands for the scanner and the SAR limits are less likely reached when
using body-coil transmission. In pCASL, the adiabatic fast passage is mimicked while
the same preconditions still apply. For labeling, two consecutive RF pulses are applied
with the same polarity, while in the control experiment, every other pulse experiences a
phase shift of 180◦.
φRF (n) =


(n− 1) · φoff label
(n− 1) · φoff +
(1+(−1)n)
2 · 180
◦ control
(1.27)
where φRF denoted the phase of the RF pulse, n is the index of the pulse, and φoff the
phase accrual between two consecutive pulses.
The concurrently applied gradients can be performed in two ways, which are denoted
as unbalanced and balanced pCASL. In the unbalanced method, the zeroth gradient
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moment is non-zero in the labeling condition but zero in the control condition. In
balanced pCASL on the other hand, the zeroth gradient moment is adjusted in a way
that in both the labeling and control experiment a residual gradient net moment is
present. Using the latter approach, unwanted off-resonance artifacts can be efficiently
circumvented. The balanced version is currently the preferred method, as it is less prone
to eddy currents and imperfections in hardware timing [37].
Approaches for Selective Arterial Spin Labeling
Generally, all ASL methods can be modified in a way, that they can be used for artery-
selective imaging. The only exceptions are velocity-selective and acceleration-selective
ASL [42, 43]. The intentions to perform imaging of selected arteries, or more specif-
ically, selected vascular territories, are manifold. Hence, the question ”Which artery
supplies which region of the brain?” already preoccupied the thoughts of scientists in
the late 19th century [44]. These early intentions to map the course of blood and the
individually supplied territories were based on the injection of dyed gelatine in post-
mortem human experiments. From this knowledge, several atlases were created to give
clinicians a guiding principle of the pathological artery, depending on which brain ter-
ritory showed deficits. However, the human vasculature is prone to variations and the
information gathered from textbooks often does not allow for a personalized diagnosis
for the individual patient [45]. As most methods used in radiology (e.g. CE perfusion
imaging using CT or MRI) cannot acquire images of single arteries, selective ASL meth-
ods appear to be an appropriate method to answer this question, as it is completely
non-invasive due to the use of non-ionizing radiation and the absence of contrast agents
[46].
Early approaches towards selective ASL were based on additional hardware use, i.e.
transmit coils positioned over the neck arteries so that the CASL transmit field needed
for labeling is restricted to the area of the artery of interest. This however could only
allow for tagging of the CCAs and the VAs. Neither separating the ICA and ECA is
possible, nor tagging smaller, intracranial arteries and the additional hardware needed
made the setup more complicated and time-consuming. One solution to this problem
was the use of an angulated labeling plane positioned over the artery of interest, making
it possible to first visualize the anterior circulation and by modifying the labeling plane
(i.e. rotating) to visualize the posterior circulation as well as smaller arteries above
the CoW. Further approaches towards territorial ASL were based on pencil-beam RF
pulses modified to achieve labeling similar to PASL. In PASL also approaches using
angulated labeling planes (or more specifically: slabs) were used. These angulated slabs
could either be used to select a single artery of interest or for dual-vessel labeling. In
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the latter approaches, more complex calculations can be performed to make the process
more time-efficient (e.g. Hadamard Encoding). However, these dual-vessel approaches
are limited as a heavily altered vasculature might result in false calculations.
For pCASL tagging, additional approaches towards selective labeling were introduced.
These approaches generally rely on varying the labeling efficiency across the labeling
plane. One approach, denoted as vessel-encoded ASL (VE-ASL) was introduced, where
the labeling efficiency is varied by applying additional gradients with fixed strengths in
the x and y direction. Hence, the labeling efficiency changes in both directions simulta-
neously and by varying the gradient strength, selective perfusion maps can be obtained.
This method can be performed without manual planning of the labeling geometry, yet
relies on oﬄine calculations of the obtained images. Another method, using additional
gradients based on the rotating-plane approaches of CASL was introduced, denoted as
super-selective ASL as the labeling plane could be reduced to a focus, which exhibits
maximum labeling efficiency inside, while the efficiency drops drastically outside, making
it also feasible for selecting smaller intracranial arteries above the CoW even when other
arteries are close by. This method was used in the presented work and therefore, a more
detailed description of this approach can be found in the next section. A comprehensive
list of selective labeling approaches can be found in [47].
Super-selective Arterial Spin Labeling
One modification of pCASL that allows for artery-selective imaging is super-selective
pCASL, introduced in 2010 [48]. In this method, a pseudo-randomized pattern of time-
varying gradients is used to tailor the labeling plane into a focal spot. The gradient
moments can be adjusted to different diameters and also to non-circular (i.e. ellipsoid)
geometries. These additional gradients are applied perpendicular to the artery of in-
terest and change their azimuthal angle after every RF pulse. To cancel out the phase
accrual of the inflowing blood spins, the phases of the RF pulses also have to be changed
accordingly, resulting in efficient inversion within the target vessel and a significant drop
outside the focus. This adaption of the phase can be expressed as
φk = n · γ · (x ·G0,x,n + y ·G0,y,n + z · G¯z · t) (1.28)
where φk is the phase to steer the labeling spot to the right location, n is the number of
the RF pulse, G¯z is the mean strength of the labeling gradient, G0,x,n and G0,y,n are the
zeroth moments of the additionally applied gradients in y and x direction respectively.
The values of x,y and z denote the offset of the labeling spot from the isocenter and t
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Figure 1.13: Schematic of the super-selective pCASL RF pulse labeling train in con-
junction with the slice-selective (Gz) and the pseudo-randomly applied super-selective
(Gx) and (Gy) tagging gradients. Only part of the labeling train is displayed.
is the RF pulse spacing. This method was successfully applied for selective and super-
selective2 perfusion imaging [49–51]. The major advantage of this method is that arteries
of diameters < 2mm can be accurately tagged and the distance between two adjacent
arteries can be < 10mm. However, outside the labeling focus, still inversion with low
efficiency can occur, this effect occurs in a sinusoidal pattern, e.g. using an additional
zeroth gradient moment of 2.17 mT/m, a peak of 20% labeling efficiency occurs at an
offset of 12mm to the labeling focus [48]. A depiction of the super-selective pCASL
sequence can be found in 1.13. Note that the sequence is no different to conventional
(non-selective) pCASL, in which the same structure of RF and Gz pulses are used, yet
the Gx and Gy gradients are not applied.
The potential of Arterial Spin Labeling for Angiographic Imaging
The potential of ASL for angiographic imaging has been demonstrated recently by sev-
eral research groups, e.g. [52–57]. ASL appears to have several advantages over other
methods, which are explained here. Technically, ASL mimics CE imaging by creating
a bolus of blood having different properties compared to static tissue and non-labeled
blood. However, no external application of CA is necessary. At the time of image ac-
quisition, the labeled blood has not yet reached the venous system (except for some
pathological cases) and upon the next acquisition, the previously tagged blood has al-
ready relaxed with its specific constant of T1. Thereby, no venous signal can be observed
when using ASL angiographic methods. This also holds true in comparison with TOF,
which needs a saturation band cranial to the region of slice positioning. Otherwise the
venous reflux is visible in the final images [58]. This can become especially problematic
in whole-brain acquisitions, as the saturation band would interfere with the Field of
View. Furthermore, ASL allows to choose between static angiography or time-resolved
2In this context, selective means labeling of the major brain feeding arteries (ICA and VAs) and
super-selective of smaller arteries distal the CoW.
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Figure 1.14: Comparison of a non-selective pCASL perfusion sequence with an an-
giography readout and the corresponding lines of k-space acquired after performing one
label and readout experiment. Note that the EPI readout (Perfusion) did not acquire
a single slice, but the whole volume.
acquisitions. Other methods, like TOF do not allow at all for time-resolved acquisition.
In phase-contrast acquisitions on the other hand, time-resolved acquisition (4D Flow)
would prolong the overall scan time to unacceptable durations [34]. However, ASL is
comparably new and needs to prove its potential for clinical imaging in patients suffering
from various diseases. An advantage regarding obtainable signal of ASL angiography
methods over perfusion imaging is that at the time of image acquisition only a small
amount of T1 decay occurred, making repetitive acquisitions of the volume unnecessary
[38]. A limiting factor of these angiography readout methods however is the high res-
olution needed and therefore multi-shot image acquisitions have to be performed each
with a separate labeling and control preparation. This is shown in comparison to the
perfusion acquisition using EPI in 1.14. Special modifications of ASL allow for the in-
dividual acquisition of selected arteries, making these methods even more attractive in
several cases [47]. These include, but are not limited to cross-flow evaluation in patients
suffering from stenosis or the selective visualization of AVM or tumor-feeding arteries,
comparable to catheter angiography.
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Abstract
Purpose
To evaluate the utility of a novel non-contrast enhanced, vessel-selective magnetic reso-
nance angiography (MRA) approach based on superselective pseudo-continuous arterial
spin labeling (ASL) for the morphologic assessment of intracranial arteries when com-
pared to clinically used time-of-flight (TOF) MRA.
Materials and Methods
Three sets of selective ASL angiographies (right and left internal carotid artery, basi-
lar artery) as well as one TOF data set were obtained from each of the five volunteers
included in this study on a clinical 1.5T system. The depiction of arterial segments as
well as their delineation was evaluated and independently analyzed by two radiologists.
Additionally, the ASL angiography approach was performed in two patients suffering
from arterio-venous malformations (AVM) in order to illustrate potential applications
in a clinical setting.
Results
In both angiography techniques, intracranial arteries and their segments (distal branches
up to A5 segments of the anterior cerebral arteries, M8 segments of the middle cerebral
arteries, and P5 segments of the posterior cerebral arteries) were continuously depicted
1These authors contributed equally to this work.
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with excellent inter-reader agreement (κ >0.81). In AVM patients, reconstructed images
of the TOF angiography presented similar information about the size and shape of the
AVM as did superselective ASL angiography. In addition, the acquired ASL angiograms
of selected vessels allowed assessing the blood supply of individually labeled arteries to
the AVM which could also be confirmed by digital subtraction angiography.
Conclusion
Superselective ASL angiography makes it possible to visualize arterial trees of selected
vessels, thereby, providing information about the macrovascular blood supply and flow
territories of intracranial arteries. Similar image quality is achieved when compared to
clinically used TOF angiography with respect to the identification and delineation of
arterial segments. Initial application of superselective ASL angiography in two patients
with AVMs demonstrates the ability to gather additional important information about
feeding vessels and blood supply.
Introduction
A detailed visualization of the arterial vasculature of the brain is important in the diag-
nosis and treatment planning of many cerebrovascular diseases like aneurysms, arterio-
venous malformations (AVM), and steno-occlusive diseases. Arterial digital subtraction
angiography (DSA) is considered the gold standard for imaging of cerebral arteries with
respect to vessel selectivity, spatial and temporal resolution. The procedure, however,
is invasive and it bears the risk of severe complications, such as vessel dissection, in-
tracranial bleeding or ischemic stroke [1]. Moreover, DSA requires the administration
of exogenous contrast agents and the use of ionizing radiation. As a projective angiog-
raphy method, standard DSA usually does not allow for retrospective review of the
radiographed vessel morphology along arbitrary views [2]. However, nowadays 3D rota-
tional DSA can also be performed with small amounts of contrast agent and low-dose
radiation protocols which allows for arbitrary image reconstructions [3]. Magnetic res-
onance imaging (MRI) may overcome some of the limitations and offers a variety of
angiography techniques for the assessment of the cerebral vasculature. These can be
divided into contrast enhanced (CE) and non-contrast enhanced (NCE) MR angiogra-
phy (MRA) methods [4, 5]. CE MRA can be used to generate high-resolution static
images, but also to acquire dynamic angiograms for the evaluation of cerebrovascular
hemodynamics [6]. Imaging is usually performed during the first passage of the bo-
lus to follow its course through the vasculature which requires precise timing between
contrast agent administration and start of measurement. Varying degrees of tempo-
ral resolution can be achieved which is limited by the width of the injected bolus of
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contrast agent and by the acquisition time of the images [7]. However, repeated con-
trast agent injections are usually avoided especially due to recent associations between
gadolinium based contrast agents and nephrogenic systemic fibrosis [8]. Hence, alterna-
tive MRA approaches are required, preferably without the need for exogenous contrast
agent materials. These include three-dimensional (3D) time-of-flight (TOF) sequences
and phase-contrast angiography techniques [9, 10]. Such methods are commonly used in
clinical MRI protocols for the assessment of the cerebrovascular morphology and hemo-
dynamics [11]. However, the above mentioned MRA approaches are lacking the ability
to acquire selective angiograms of individual vessels, hence, making it difficult or im-
possible to identify collateral circulation and evaluate altered blood supply. Arterial
spin labeling (ASL) techniques have the potential to be used for the imaging of vascular
architectures in different organs in a complete non-invasive way [5, 12]. In ASL, the
blood itself is utilized as an endogenous contrast agent. Water spins of arterial blood
are magnetically labeled before flowing into the imaging region [13]. Compared to other
imaging methods, ASL has the advantage that some of the labelling approaches can be
modified in order to selectively label the blood of an individual artery, thereby, making
it possible to visualize the branches of only a single arterial tree [14]. It has already been
shown that ASL based methods may be used for assessing and monitoring the cerebral
vasculature in a non-invasive way while providing similar information as conventional
MRI sequences or even DSA [15–17]. In this study, an alternative approach is demon-
strated based on superselective pseudo-continuous ASL (pCASL) for the morphologic
assessment of selected intracranial arteries [18]. ASL datasets acquired in healthy vol-
unteers are quantitatively analysed and compared to the current clinical standard TOF
MRA. Furthermore, the proposed superselective ASL angiography technique is utilized
in two AVM patients in order to demonstrate potential clinical applications.
Materials and Methods
The data for this study were acquired under a general protocol for MRI pulse-sequence
development as approved by the local ethical committee. All volunteers and patients gave
written informed consent before they underwent MR imaging. The study population
included five healthy volunteers who had no contraindications to MRI and no recent
health problems or surgery (2 men, 3 women; mean age: 25.2 years; range 22-31 years)
and also two AVM patients (1 man, 20 years, and 1 woman, 65 years).
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MR image acquisition
MR measurements were performed on a clinical Philips Achieva 1.5T system (Philips
Healthcare, Best, The Netherlands) using the body coil for RF transmission and an
8-element phased-array receive coil for signal reception. The scan protocol for each
subject included a conventional MR localizer and a sensitivity encoding (SENSE) refer-
ence acquisition. In order to visualize the cerebrovascular architecture, a clinically used
TOF MRA was performed with the following scan parameters: field-of-view (FOV)
220x220x90 mm3, voxel size 0.45x0.45x0.5 mm3, 3D fast-field echo acquisition, flip an-
gle 20, and repetition time (TR)/echo time (TE) was 20/3.5 ms, resulting in a total
acquisition time of 5:50 min. The acquired TOF images were used to plan the label-
ing plane of the superselective pCASL sequence. In each subject, both internal carotid
arteries (ICA) as well as the basilar artery (BA) were selectively labeled. Preferably,
the labeling spot was positioned onto a straight part of the selected vessel proximal to
the entrance of the cranium in order to minimize effects on the labeling efficiency (Fig.
2.1). In addition, patients with AVMs underwent selective labeling of potential feeding
vessels distal to the Circle of Willis (Fig. 2.1). Scan parameter were as follows: FOV
220x220x90 mm3, 0.5x0.5x1.5 mm3, segmented 3D balanced Turbo Field Echo (b-TFE)
acquisition, TFE factor 70, flip angle 90, and TR/TE 4.8/2.4 ms, resulting in a total
measurement time of 4:30 per artery. The labeling duration was set to 1000 ms in order
to ensure sufficient filling of intracranial vessels after spin tagging according to arterial
transit times measured in [19, 20]. Image acquisition started immediately after tagging
with no effective post-labeling delay.
Image post processing
ASL angiography images were obtained by subtraction of label and control acquisitions.
Maximum intensity projections were generated in transversal, coronal and sagittal orien-
tation using Matlab R2010a (The Mathworks, Natick, MA). The resulting images were
combined into a color-encoded frame in order to visualize the course of the individually
labelled vessels. Joined blood flow between selectively labeled arteries will therefore
result in the mixing of two or more colors.
Image analysis
Three sets of ASL angiography images (right and left ICA, BA) as well as one TOF
data set were obtained from each volunteer and compared in a quantitative way. The
depiction of arterial segments as well as their delineation were evaluated on native ASL
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angiography and native TOF images and independently analyzed by two radiologists.
The arterial segments of the carotid artery were selected and numbered according to
the literature [21]. For the purpose of this paper, the segments of the middle, anterior,
and posterior cerebral artery (MCA, ACA, PCA) were numbered beginning with the
proximal trunk (M1, A1, P1) and in ascending order at every junction. The ophthalmic
artery (OA) branches from the carotid artery in the C2 segment [22]. The superior
cerebellar arteries (SUCA) branch from the superior BA. Anterior and posterior com-
municating arteries (Acom, Pcom) branch from the C1 and A1 segments. The ratings
were arrived at by consensus using the following 4-point score as proposed in [23]:
• 0: not identified
• 1: identified, but not continuously
• 2: identified continuously, but with an inhomogeneous signal
• 3: identified continuously, and with homogeneous signal.
Cohens Kappa was calculated to evaluate the inter-reader agreement between both raters
in the identification of vessels (a value of 0.21−0.40, fair agreement; 0.410.60, moderate
agreement; 0.610.80, substantial agreement; 0.811.00, excellent agreement). The dif-
ferences in the outcome of the consensus decisions between ASL angiography and TOF
angiography ratings were averaged across all subjects and analyzed with Student-T-tests
considering P <0.1 as statistically significant.
Clinical Cases
Superselective ASL angiography was performed in two illustrative patients with AVMs
in order to demonstrate the potential of this technique for an advanced diagnosis but
also to emphasize possible merits and drawbacks when compared to conventional TOF
angiography. Since all patients underwent DSA as part of the diagnostic process, a
qualitative comparison between ASL angiograms and DSA images was additionally per-
formed in consensus by the authors including the neuroradiologist who performed the
DSA. The first case was a 65 year old female patient with an AVM in the right frontal
lobe (Spetzler-Martin score 2). By DSA, ectatic ACA and MCA branches were identified
as AVM feeding arteries. The posterior circulation also significantly contributed to the
malformation. Veins presented ectatic and partly aneurysmatic, draining mostly into
the superior sagittal sinus. The second patient was a 20 year old male presented with
an AVM in the left central parasagittal cortical zone (Spetzler-Martin score 4). DSA
revealed feeding vessels from both the anterior and the posterior circulation. Most of
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Figure 2.1: Planning of the labeling plane and the selective labeling spot (blue cir-
cle), respectively, was performed on the basis of native TOF angiography images and
corresponding MIPs. Illustrative examples are given for the labeling of the right ICA
in volunteer 5 (left) and for one of the AVM feeding vessels in patient 2 (right). The
image volume is shown in red.
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the feeders arouse from the left ACA, the left PCA, and the left angular gyri artery,
with the AVM draining into the straight sinus. The right ACA contributed to the AVM
via multiple pial branches.
Results
Image acquisition was successfully performed in all volunteers and patients without the
need of aborting or repeating any of the MR scans. Successful blood labeling resulted
in the selective depiction of the targeted arterial trees, i.e. the left and right ICAs as
well as the BAs. However, in two subjects the location of the labeling plane resulted in
interference with the image stack and impeded the rating of proximal segments of the
ICAs (Table 2.1, volunteer 2 and 4).
Image analysis
TOF angiography as well as ASL angiography visualized intracranial arteries and distal
branches up to A5 segments of the anterior circulation, M8 segments of the MCAs, and
P5 segments of the posterior circulation (Fig. 2.2). Combining the carotid and basilar
artery angiograms of each volunteer into one frame resulted in a complete image of the
intracranial arterial vasculature. While ASL angiography images presented only the se-
lectively labeled arteries of interest, TOF images also showed signal from extracranial
branches and from parts of the superior sagittal sinus. In both angiography techniques,
all intracranial arteries and their segments were continuously depicted (score ≥ 2, Table
2.1 and 2.2, Fig. 2.3), but signal homogeneity differed (Table 2.1): C4 to C2 segments
of the ICAs had signal inhomogeneities in TOF angiography. The same segments pre-
sented significantly more homogeneity in ASL angiography images (Table 2.2). The P1
segments of the PCAs and the Pcom segments appeared significantly more homogeneous
in the TOF angiography compared to the ASL images. The inter-reader agreement in
the evaluation of the intracranial arteries was excellent for both the ASL angiography
approach (κ = 0.85) and the TOF angiography method (κ = 0.95).
Clinical Cases
Figures 2.4, 2.5, 2.6 present projection angiograms (DSA), ASL measurements and TOF
angiograms of the major brain feeding vessels of the two patients. ASL measurements
in each of the individually acquired angiograms of the major brain feeding arteries
demonstrated that signal was present at the location of the AVM, thereby, demonstrating
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Table 2.1: Depiction of intracranial arteries: Individual values of the depiction outcome of intracranial arteries in the ASL angiography and the
TOF angiography approach using the following four level scores: 0, not identified; 1, identified, but not continuously; 2, identified continuously, but
with inhomogeneous signal; 3, identified continuously, and with homogeneous signal. The ratings were arrived at by consensus (for completeness,
differing ratings are given in brackets). In two subjects (volunteer 2 and 4) the location of the labeling plane resulted in interference with the image
stack and impeded the rating of proximal segments of the ICAs. The inter-reader agreement in the evaluation of the arterial segments was excellent
for both the ASL angiography approach (κ = 0.85) and the TOF angiography method (κ = 0.95).
Volunteer Imaging method Flow territory C4 C3 C2 C1 A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7 M8 BA P1 P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 Suca Acom Pcom OA
1 ASL Left 3 3 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 2 3(2) 3 3 3 3 3 3 - - - - - - - - - - 3
Right 3 3 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3(2) 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 - - - - - - - - - - 3
Posterior - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 3 2 3 3 3 3 0(1) - - -
TOF Left 3 3 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 - - - - - - - - - - 3
Right 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 - - - - - - - - - - 3
Posterior - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 - - -
2 ASL Left - 3(2) 3(2) 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 - - - - - - - - - 2 3
Right - - 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 - - - - - - - - 3 3 3
Posterior - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 - - -
TOF Left 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3(2) 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 - - - - - - - - 2 3
Right 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 - - - - - - - - 3 3 3
Posterior - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 3(2) 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 - - -
3 ASL Left 3 3 3(2) 3(2) 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 - - - - - - - - 3 2 3
Right 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 - - - - - - - - - 2(3) 1
Posterior - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 3(2) 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 - - -
TOF Left 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3(2) 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 - - - - - - - - 3 3 2
Right 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 - - - - - - - - - 2 1
Posterior - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 3(2) 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 - - -
4 ASL Left - - - 2 0 3 3 3 3 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 - - - - - - - - - 1 3
Right - - - 2 2 2(3) 3 3 3 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 - - - - - - - - - 1 2
Posterior - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 3 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 - - -
TOF Left 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 - - - - - - - - - 3 3
Right 2 2 2 3 2 3 3 3 3 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 - - - - - - - - - 3 3
Posterior - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 - - -
5 ASL Left 3 3 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 - - - - - - - - 3 0 3
Right 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 - - - - - - - - - 0 3
Posterior - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 3 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 - - -
TOF Left 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 - - - - - - - - 3 3 1
Right 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 - - - - - - - - - 1 1
Posterior - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 - - -
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Figure 2.2: Color-encoded MIPs of ASL angiography and TOF angiography from
volunteer 2: In ASL angiography images (left) the selectively labeled arteries of inter-
est are colored in green, red and blue. TOF images (right) also present signal from
extracranial branches and from part of the superior sagittal sinus.
a blood supply from all labeled arteries as proven by DSA. In contrast to DSA, ASL
image acquisition with identical location of the image volume for each labeled artery
allowed to merge the individually acquired images into one color-encoded frame. This
made it possible to estimate areas of the AVM in which the labeled blood of one selected
artery is interfused with the labeled blood of another artery by mixed colors. The MIP
of the TOF angiography showed similar information about size and shape of the AVM
as the merged ASL angiography MIP and individual DSA series, but no information
about individual contribution to the blood supply by individual feeding vessels could be
obtained. Note that image artifacts from eye movement can be seen in angiograms of
the ASL acquisition, but did not impede image analysis and interpretation (Fig. 2.5).
In TOF images, draining veins, external carotid arteries as well as parts of the superior
sagittal sinus were additionally visualized.
Discussion
In this study, a new method for NCE MR angiography based on superselective pCASL
is presented for the morphological assessment of intracranial arteries. The most im-
portant findings are threefold. First, the proposed method allows for selective labeling
of individual arteries, which makes it possible to non-invasively visualize single arterial
trees, thus, providing an opportunity for additional information about the macrovascu-
lar blood supply and flow territories. Second, superselective ASL angiography provides
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Figure 2.3: Depiction of intracranial arteries: Median values of the depiction outcome
of intracranial arteries in the ASL angiography and the TOF angiography approach
using the following four level scores: 0, not identified; 1, identified, but not continuously;
2, identified continuously, but with inhomogeneous signal; 3, identified continuously,
and with homogeneous signal. Significant differences according to a Student-t-test are
marked by an asterisk (p <0.1).
the same quality of image information compared to a clinically used TOF angiogra-
phy sequence with respect to the identification and delineation of intracranial arteries.
Third, the utilization of superselective ASL angiography in two illustrative patients with
AVMs demonstrates the potential value for advanced diagnosis as well as for the clinical
workup towards neuro-intervention. A variety of cerebrovascular diseases require a de-
tailed visualization of the cerebral vasculature in order to make a reliable diagnosis and
to define the therapeutic strategy. TOF angiography is most commonly used for the as-
sessment of arteries in clinical routine MRI measurements, but conclusions on collateral
flow patterns and the flow territory of a particular artery can be difficult, especially in
patients with altered vasculatures. Superselective ASL angiography makes it possible to
perform imaging of single arteries by selectively labeling of inflowing blood. With sub-
sequent merging of the color-encoded images of individual vessels, a holistic picture can
be created facilitating an assessment of the vasculature (Fig. 2.2). Selected imaging of
arteries of interest is achieved without the visualization of other vessels, e.g. extracranial
branches or veins which is not possible in TOF angiography. However, superselective
pCASL is not restricted to only the intracranial vasculature and can also be applied in
extracranial arteries [24].
Regarding the depiction and delineation of arterial segments, the proposed ASL angiog-
raphy method performed equally well when compared to TOF angiography (Fig. 2.3,
2.1 and 2.2). In most cases, vessel segments of anterior, middle, and posterior cere-
bral arteries were identified continuously and with homogeneous signal with excellent
inter-reader agreement. Notably, in TOF angiography images, C4 to C2 segments were
continuously identified but with inhomogeneous signal. Such findings may be caused
by flow effects due to high blood flow velocities in the curved segments of an ICA to
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Table 2.2: Depiction of intracranial arteries: Median values across all volunteers of the depiction outcome of intracranial arteries in the ASL
angiography and the TOF angiography approach using the following four level scores: 0, not identified; 1, identified, but not continuously; 2,
identified continuously, but with inhomogeneous signal; 3, identified continuously, and with homogeneous signal. Significant differences according to
a Student-t-test are marked by an asterisk (p <0.1).
Imaging method C4* C3* C2* C1 A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7 M8 BA P1* P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 Suca Acom Pcom* OA
ASL 3 3 3 2.5 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1.5 3
TOF 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 2.5 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3* 3
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Figure 2.4: DSA, TOF and ASL angiographic images of patient 1: A 65yo female
patient with an AVM in the right frontal lobe. All three techniques provide similar
information about shape and size of the AVM but only DSA and ASL could determine
the degree of contribution of the individual vessels to the AVMs blood supply. In the
merged ASL MIP (bottom row, right) compartments of the AVM can be seen in which
labeled blood of different arteries is interfused (mixed colors).
which b-TFE acquisition seemed less sensitive to [25, 26]. TOF angiography is based on
the saturation of stationary spins and the inflow of unsaturated blood spins resulting in
decreased contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) compared to ASL angiography. However, resid-
ual background signal may allow identifying adjacent tissues so that it can be used as
anatomical reference during evaluation of the intracranial vasculature in patients. Slow
blood flow in altered vessel segments or in distal arterial branches can result in further
reduction of CNR in TOF angiography because an insufficient amount of unsaturated
blood will enter the image volume at the time of data acquisition. In ASL angiography,
the blood flow velocity determines how far the labeled spins have advanced through
the vasculature with respect to the proximal location of the labeling. Moreover, the
magnetization of labeled spins starts to relax with T1 relaxation time of blood imme-
diately after inversion, so that slowly moving spins with increased arterial transit times
can also result in decreased CNR in distal branches of the vasculature. This should
be considered especially in patients with steno-occlusive cerebrovascular diseases and
may require an adaption of critical sequence parameters, e.g. increasing the labeling
duration. Utilization of ASL at magnetic field strengths greater than 1.5 T will improve
the signal-to-noise ratio of measurements because of longer blood T1 relaxation times.
However, the b-TFE acquisition technique used in this study is sensitive to magnetic
field inhomogeneities which can degrade the final image quality and other acquisition
methods might be considered especially at higher field strengths [27].
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In this study, a first application of superselective ASL angiography was performed in
two AVM patients (Fig. 2.4, 2.5, 2.6). In each case, the labeling of the major brain
feeding arteries allowed evaluating the vascular supply of the AVM and the contribution
of the individually tagged vessels which was proven by results of the DSA. Moreover,
superselective pCASL was successfully employed to label single arterial branches distal
to the circle of Willis and allowed describing the vascular supply in more detail. The
results were again confirmed by DSA; however, the tangled vasculature only allowed
investigating three of the four arteries of interest with DSA in order to avoid the risk
of intra-arterial dissection by the micro catheter. Such limitations may be overcome
by superselective ASL angiography as it is completely non-invasive and provides high
selectivity and spatial resolution at the same time. In contrast to DSA, the presented
approach does not allow for the acquisition of time-resolved images, therefore, is re-
stricted in the evaluation of hemodynamics. In fact, this can be important especially
in the diagnosis of AVMs as arterial transit times may change due to the altered vascu-
lature. Furthermore, the detection and evaluation of arterio-venous shunting may also
be important in describing the steal phenomenon in AVMs [28]. On the other hand,
static image acquisition as performed in TOF or the presented superselective pCASL
angiography may also lead to venous signal contamination, especially when the aim
is to evaluate the arterial system of an AVM. When the labeling duration in the pre-
sented approach is chosen too long, the labeled spins may flow into the venous drainage
and thereby potentially degrade the final images. However, adapting the labeling du-
ration of the superselective pCASL angiography may overcome this problem, but will
also result in the repetition of the measurements, thus, increase the overall scan time.
Time-resolved angiography methods would make it possible to visualize and measure
the arterial transit times of the blood in an AVM and allow adapting the labeling du-
ration accordingly. Such MR based approaches have already been proposed and allow
the acquisition of time-resolved images of selected arteries, but the selectivity of the la-
beling of such methods is restricted to larger vessels and acquisition times may increase
with concurrent increase of spatial and time resolution [19, 20, 33–36]. As opposed to
DSA, MR based methods generally allow for the acquisition of different image contrasts
and with identical location of the image stacks. While keeping the image stack of su-
perselective pCASL at the same position, the labeling was consecutively performed in
different arteries. The resulting angiograms presented the vasculature of each labeled
artery in an identical point of view and subsequently allowed to combine the individual
images into one frame. Moreover, this allows the reconstruction of MIPs of one or more
vessels in arbitrary directions which can be important for a complete assessment of the
vascular architecture similar to TOF angiography. In principle, such retrospective im-
age reconstructions can also be performed in DSA using 3D rotational techniques [3]. In
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comparison to TOF images of the AVM patients, the combined ASL images present sim-
ilar shape and extent of the AVMs arterial architecture. Additional information about
the blood supply of the individually labeled arteries is provided by color coding of the
images. Mixed colors in the color-encoded angiograms indicate compartments within
the AVM that are supplied by more than one feeding artery. Such detailed information
about pathophysiological properties of an AVM can hardly be achieved even by DSA
and might be important for therapeutic decisions and treatment options; however, such
clinical benefits need to be demonstrated in a larger patient population. Information
about the venous shunts in AVM patients can be as important as the characterization
of arterial feeding vessels. It has been demonstrated that ASL perfusion imaging allows
the visualization of draining veins and measurement of venous outflow in AVMs [30, 31].
This requires the increase of labeling duration and labeling delay and also depends on
the blood flow velocity. Time-resolved methods might be more advantageous in such
cases to gather information about the arterial and venous system of an AVM within
one measurement [32]; however, selective labeling of individual vessels is not possible or
restricted to major brain feeding arteries [19].
Superselective ASL allows labeling of vessels ranging from the size of the major brain
feeding arteries to small intracranial vessels distal to the circle of Willis [18]. However,
each artery of interest must be labeled separately so that overall scan time increases
with increasing number of vessels to be labeled. In addition, ASL methods are sensitive
to subject motion during image acquisition which can degrade the image quality since
the generation of angiograms relies on the subtraction of label and control images. Sub-
ject motion in between the single acquisitions can impede a subsequent combination of
individual images into a combined representation. Furthermore, the selective labeling
spot can shift due to motion resulting in less efficient labeling. Other approaches exist
which are capable of selectively label more than one vessel at a time [33, 37]. Such tech-
niques have already been applied in the major brain feeding arteries and also in smaller
branches distal to the circle of Willis [38].
However, if an artery does not cross the labeling plane perpendicularly, the labeling ef-
ficiency will be significantly decreased resulting in decreased signal-to-noise ratio which
can lead to misinterpretation of the resulting images. These problems can occur distal
to the circle of Willis and are even more likely to appear in altered vasculatures like
AVMs. Superselective pCASL may overcome such limitations as the size and location
of the labeling spot can be adapted to individual arteries. Since ASL can be applied
for MRA as well as perfusion imaging, a combination of both techniques might be a
powerful clinical tool. Superselective pCASL has already been applied for flow territory
mapping in patients and proven its capabilities for an advanced diagnosis in several
cerebrovascular diseases, for instance, the identification of en-passent feeding vessels in
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Figure 2.5: DSA, TOF and ASL angiographic images of patient 2, a 20yo male patient
suffering from an AVM in the left central parasagittal cortical zone. The DSA images
(top row) show projection angiograms of the three major brain feeding arteries which
all supply the AVM. Similar information can be obtained from ASL angiography images
(second row). Different compartments of the AVM that are supplied by one or more
labeled arteries are indicated by mixed colors and can be estimated in reconstructed
angiograms along transversal, coronal, and sagittal direction (third row, from left to
right). TOF angiography provides similar information about size and shape of the
AVM, but identification of single feeding vessels is impeded.
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Figure 2.6: Four selected feeding vessels of the AVM distal to the Circle of Willis
of the same patient as in Fig. 2.5 are shown in TOF images (top row). DSA allowed
depicting three of the four feeders individually and their contribution to the AVM
(middle row). It was not possible to place a catheter into one of the feeding arteries
due to the altered vasculature of the patient. Superselective ASL successfully imaged
the contribution of all four feeders to the AVM (bottom row).
AVMs [39]. While ASL based MRA can be used for the visualization of macroscopic ves-
sels, perfusion imaging can add information on the adjacent micro-vasculature. Thereby,
a comprehensive characterization of the hemodynamic status can be provided, but this
would again increase the total scan time. Recently, a new approach has been proposed
for the simultaneous measurement of ASL-based perfusion images and time-resolved
MRA by sharing the same labeling module for both acquisitions [40]. However, clinical
validation of this approach is still needed and the technique has yet not been tested in
patients with altered arterial vasculatures.
Conclusion
In this study, a new approach based on superselective ASL is demonstrated for the
non-invasive visualization of intracranial arteries. Similar image quality is achieved
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when compared to clinically used TOF angiography regarding the identification and
delineation of intracranial arteries. Unlike TOF angiography though, superselective
ASL angiography allows the imaging of selected vessels, thereby, providing information
about the macrovascular blood supply and flow territories of particular arteries. A
first application of superselective ASL angiography in two illustrative patients AVMs
demonstrates the ability to gather additional important information in a clinical set-
ting. For a complete evaluation of the proposed method, more patients with a greater
variety of cerebrovascular diseases is required in order to decide on the clinical value of
superselective ASL angiography.
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Abstract
Angiographic imaging is an important diagnostic tool for the assessment of the intracra-
nial arterial status. Using Arterial spin Labeling (ASL) techniques, it is possible to
visualize the arteries without the administration of exogenous contrast agents. More-
over, modifications of the labeling method allow for the visualization of single arterial
trees. In this study, an approach is presented for time-resolved MR angiography based
on superselective ASL and keyhole accelerated image acquisition in order to selectively
visualize individual cerebral arteries in a clinically acceptable scan time. Keyhole per-
centage as well as the flip angle of the acquisition sequence were optimized in numerical
simulations. Subsequently, the method was validated in healthy volunteers. As a re-
sult, image acquisition in 5 minutes with a temporal resolution of 100ms and spatial
resolution below 1mm was achieved.
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Introduction
Selective visualisation of the brain feeding arteries is an important differential diagnostic
tool in the assessment of the intracranial arterial status in various cerebrovascular dis-
eases. The gold standard to visualise the arteries is X-Ray Digital Subtraction Angiogra-
phy (DSA). This method relies on monitoring dynamically an injected bolus of contrast
agent via an endovascular catheter selectively placed into the desired artery, which in-
herently allows the visualisation of single arterial branches. However, this method is
invasive and requires iodinated contrast agent as well as ionizing radiation [1–3]. Less
invasive methods include contrast enhanced MR Angiography (CE-MRA) as well as
contrast enhanced Computed Tomography Angiography [4]. Advanced CE-MRA ac-
quisitions allow time-resolved imaging in order to visualise the first passage of contrast
agent. Commonly used Keyhole techniques can make efficient use of the available time
for dynamic imaging of the contrast agent bolus [5, 6]. A complete reference image with
all k-space profiles is acquired only once during the scan. For all other images only
central k-space profiles are acquired containing the image contrast information. Before
image reconstruction the k-space of the dynamic images is combined with the missing
profiles of the reference dataset adding information on edge definition and sharpness.
However, the above mentioned methods rely on exogenous contrast agents, ionizing ra-
diation or both. Moreover, a potential drawback of Gadolinium doped MRI contrast
agents is the association with diseases like Nephrogenic Systemic Fibrosis [7]. Alterna-
tively, completely non-invasive, non-contrast enhanced MR angiography (NCE-MRA)
is a widely used tool for the visualisation of vasculatures [8], e.g. time-of-flight (TOF)
angiography which employs high spatial resolution, but does not allow time-resolved
image acquisition [9]. Furthermore, none of the above mentioned methods are capable
of providing images of only selected arteries.
Such limitations may be overcome by Arterial Spin Labeling (ASL) MRI. ASL utilizes
blood as intrinsic contrast agent by inverting the longitudinal magnetisation of inflowing
arterial water spins [10]. This changes the contrast properties of blood with respect to
the surrounding tissue [11]. Subtraction of an image with inverted blood spins (label)
and without inversion (label) result in images of the inflowing blood only. ASL is most
commonly known for NCE MR perfusion imaging [12]. However, several studies have
already demonstrated that ASL is also a promising technique for angiography measure-
ments. Modifications of spin tagging schemes allow for visualisation of complete vascular
trees [13–15] or only individually selected branches [16–18]. Depending on the acquisi-
tion scheme, static [13, 20, 21] or timeresolved images [14, 15, 19] of the vasculature can
be generated. Time resolved angiographies make it possible to dynamically visualize
blood flow and haemodynamic behaviour. For this purpose, often pulsed ASL methods
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are used, because a bolus of labeled blood is created by the inversion of a large blood
volume at once, hence, allow to image the leading edge of the labelled blood bolus at the
beginning of acquisition[15, 20, 22–24]. In continuous ASL approaches, a blood bolus
is created due to the continuous labeling of flowing blood, as a consequence, inverted
blood spins may have already flown into the imaging slab at the time of data acquisition
which makes it difficult to visualize the arrival of early blood spins. Despite such limi-
tations, continuous ASL techniques can have higher tagging efficiencies [25], and allow
higher vessel selectivity compared to pulsed ASL methods [26], which makes such ap-
proaches favourable in certain types of cerebrovascular diseases[21, 27]. Aside from the
variety of labeling strategies, different image acquisition techniques can be employed for
ASL angiographic imaging. Single thick slab acquisitions can reduce total scan time at
the cost of geometrical coverage and image resolution [19], whereas 3D acquisitions are
preferred in order to visualise the complete cerebral vasculature and allow reformatting
of the images in arbitrary views. 3D balanced steady state free precession (bSSFP) is
often used because of its fast acquisition time and high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) [20].
Disadvantageous is its tendency to artefacts [28], degrading the overall image quality.
Another commonly used method is RF spoiled gradient echo imaging (T1-TFE), which
benefits from high SNR and is less susceptible to artefacts. Repetitive RF application
combined with RF spoiling, however leads to loss of obtainable signal [24]. Optimization
of specific imaging sequence parameters with respect to the used labeling technique or
desired spatial and temporal resolution might improve the image quality and shorten the
overall scan time to a minimum [14, 20]. Therefore, the aim of this study is to present a
novel approach for non-invasive MRA measurements based on Superselective ASL that
allows a selective and time-resolved visualisation of individual cerebral arteries. Keyhole
imaging, commonly used for CE approaches, is now used for ASL MRA, but without the
administration of exogenous contrast agent in order to reduce total scan time without
compromising image quality. For this purpose, numerical simulations were used to op-
timize the most important sequence parameters, like keyhole percentage and flip angle
of the imaging sequence, and in vivo validation was performed.
Materials and Methods
MR Sequence
The approach presented in this study is visualised schematically in figure 3.1. Superselec-
tive ASL is used for blood labeling as this method allows selective tagging of individual
arteries [16]. After the labeling, a predefined post labeling delay (PLD) is introduced.
For each consecutive image acquisition, the PLD is increased in order to dynamically
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Figure 3.1: Pulse sequence diagram of the presented approach: Superselective pseudo-
continuous Arterial Spin Labeling (pCASL) is used for the labeling of blood spins. Each
dynamic is acquired with increased post labeling delay (PLD) in order to generate time-
resolved images of the inflowing blood. 3D T1 turbo-field echo (T1-TFE) readout is
used with keyhole acceleration to reduce overall scan time. Full k-space sampling is
only performed in the first dynamic scan.
visualise the inflowing blood at different time points after labeling. Keyhole imaging is
performed for data acquisition whereas the first dynamic is used as reference image for
all subsequent acquisitions.
Optimization of the Keyhole Factor
Different keyhole percentages have been investigated in order to achieve maximum scan
time reduction without compromising image quality. For this purpose, a complete
dataset of fully k-space sampled dynamic scans has been acquired in one volunteer.
Keyhole percentages ranging from 5% to 65% have been applied to the data retrospec-
tively and combined with the high spatial frequencies of first dynamic scan before image
reconstruction. Resultant images were qualitatively evaluated in terms of vessel de-
lineation and edge sharpness by comparing with the reconstructed images of the fully
sampled k-space without keyhole acceleration. To emphasize differences, subtraction
images were created by subtracting images with different keyhole factors from the full
dataset. As image sharpness is dependent on number of high frequencies in k-space,
image blurring was assessed quantitatively by analysing the amount of high frequency
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components above an individual threshold, using the algorithm described in [29], and
the outcome for each image was normalized to the full dataset.
Numerical Simulations of the flip angle
To achieve maximum signal during image acquisition, simulations were performed based
on numerically solving the Bloch Equations for flip angles between 5 and 50 degrees in
5 degree steps for a dynamic scan time of 100msec and 8 readout delays. After labeling,
spins are assumed to be perfectly inverted (Mz = [0, 0, -1]). Within the PLD, spin
relaxation is taken into account according to blood relaxation times of T1 = 1390ms
and T2 = 163ms as described in [30]. During image acquisition, perfect spoiling of the
transversal magnetisation (Mxy = 0) before each TFE shot was assumed.
MR Experiments and Image Post processing
Six healthy volunteers (2 male, 4 female, mean age 26 years) underwent scanning per-
formed on a 3 Tesla Philips Achieva Scanner (Philips Healthcare, Best, The Netherlands)
under the general protocol for MR Pulse sequence development, approved by the local
ethical committee. All volunteers gave written informed consent. The MR images were
acquired using a 32 channel receive head coil. No cardiac triggering was used. The MR
protocol consisted of a short TOF angiography positioned over the neck at the height of
the second vertebral body in order to plan the labeling spot for the carotid arteries and
the basilar artery. The dynamic keyhole acquisition sequence was carried out individu-
ally for each major artery. Labeling parameters were: 400ms labeling duration and 50ms
PLD, increased by 100ms for each dynamic scan. This results in angiograms with 100ms
temporal resolution. Image readout parameters were: TR/TE: 5.3/4.8ms, Flip Angle
25, TFE factor 17 to achieve 100ms readout duration, SENSE factor 3, 210x210x99mm3
Field of View, 0.9mm isotropic Voxel size. Total imaging time was approximately 5 min-
utes. The images were exported to a personal computer running Windows 7 (Microsoft
Corporation, Redmond, WA) and Matlab R2013a (The Mathworks, Natick, MA). The
angiographic images were at first obtained by subtraction of control and label images
and further processed as maximum intensity projections (MIPs) in coronal, sagittal
and transversal orientation. For improved visualisation the images of the individually
selected arteries were colour coded and combined into one frame for each dynamic.
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Results
Optimized Keyhole Reduction Factor
Figure 3.2 shows a MIP of one representative dynamic from a fully k-space sampled
scan and subsequent reconstructions of different keyhole percentages. Increased keyhole
factors improve the delineation of individual arteries as well as their edge sharpness
(Fig. 3.2a). Above a keyhole percentage of 40% no significant differences to the fully
sampled dataset can be observed qualitatively (Fig. 3.2a, b). A quantitative analysis
demonstrated no substantial differences of image quality for keyhole factors greater than
50% (Fig. 3.2b). On the basis of these results, a keyhole percentage of 50% was applied
in subsequent volunteer measurements.
Numerical Simulations
Figure 3.3 presents the simulated transversal magnetisation evolution for three repre-
sentative flip angles during image readout. A low flip angle excitation (e.g. 10, Fig. 3.3,
blue curves) results in small signal yield due to the low magnitude of obtained transversal
magnetisation, however, subsequent RF pulses can excite enough longitudinal magneti-
sation, resulting in only small signal decrease during read-out. Higher flip angles (35,
Fig. 3.3, black curves) result in increased signal magnitudes, but RF spoiling decreases
remaining longitudinal magnetisation for subsequent RF pulses during read-out. This
becomes even more severe in later dynamic scans with increased PLD since the initial
signal of blood is already decreased due to T1 relaxation. For the simulated parameters,
a flip angle of 25 was chosen as compromise between obtainable signal and decreasing
longitudinal magnetisation (Fig. 3.3, red curves), which was applied in subsequent in
vivo measurements.
MR Experiments
Image acquisition was successfully performed in all volunteers. A representative vol-
unteer example is given in figure 3.4 (a-c) presenting transversal, sagittal, and coronal
MIPs of vascular trees of the major brain feeding arteries (ICAs, BA) at different time
points. Neither signal of non-selected vessels, e.g. contralateral arteries and external
carotid arteries, is visible nor artefacts with respect to CSF and unlabeled inflowing
blood.
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Figure 3.2: (a) MIPs of one representative dynamic from a fully k-space sampled scan
and subsequent reconstructions of different keyhole percentages. Subtraction images are
presented to emphasize the difference between images of fully sampled data set and of
images with different keyhole factors. Increased keyhole factors improve the delineation
of individual arteries as well as their edge sharpness. (b) In accordance to the qualitative
analysis, the results of a quantitative analysis demonstrated no substantial differences
of image quality for keyhole factors greater than 50%.
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Figure 3.3: Results of the simulated transversal magnetisation evolution for 17 TFE
shots for three representative flip angles during image readout of eight dynamics. Every
dynamic has experienced and increased delay between labeling and image acquisition.
A flip angle of 10 (blue) results in small signal yield, but only small signal decrease dur-
ing readout. A flip angle of 35 (black) results in increased signal magnitudes, but RF
spoiling decreases remaining longitudinal magnetisation for subsequent RF pulses dur-
ing read-out. A flip angle of 25 (red) presents the best compromise between obtainable
signal and decreased magnetisation during readout.
Discussion
In this study, a novel approach for non-contrast enhanced MRA is presented. The
method is based on keyhole reduced k-space acquisition without exogenous contrast
agent administration. Instead, superselective ASL was applied for blood spin inversion
and selective tagging of arterial blood spins in order to map individual vessels [16].
Subsequent dynamically increased delay times after spin labeling made it possible to
generate timeresolved images of the intracranial blood flow. High-resolution 3D image
acquisition is employed to visualise the intracranial vasculature in a clinically acceptable
total scan time of approximately five minutes. Superselective pCASL has already proven
its capability for labeling of individual intracranial arteries for perfusion MRI, as well as
for angiographic imaging [16, 21]. Other methods based on pulsed and continuous ASL
techniques exist that are capable of selectively labeling the major brain feeding vessels
and are more time efficient with respect to the planning procedure [17, 18, 26], i.e. posi-
tioning of the labeling plane, and with respect to total acquisition time. However, such
techniques only allow selective labeling of the major brain feedings vessels, but not of
smaller branches. Another challenge in (pseudo-) continuous ASL approaches can be the
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Figure 3.4: Representative images of one healthy volunteer. The MIPs in transversal
(a), coronal (b) and sagittal (c) orientation show selective and time-resolved angiograms
of the intracranial arteries. The color encoded maps combine the individual major brain
feeding arteries into one imaging frame.
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labeling duration to generate a sufficient bolus of inverted blood spins. Labeling dura-
tions are usually in the order of several hundreds of milliseconds [19]. As a consequence,
the leading edge of the created blood bolus might have already entered the imaging vol-
ume at the time of acquisition of the first dynamic. Pulsed ASL methods may overcome
this limitation, as a blood bolus is created by the inversion of a large blood volume at
once proximal to the image region [15, 31, 32], however, spatial selectivity is restricted.
Usually, for time-resolved angiography images multi-phase acquisitions are performed
[14, 15, 20, 22–24]. An adaptive method to achieve time resolved imaging could be to
increase the labeling duration, which leads to visualisation of vessel filling, but does not
allow the visualisation of a sharp bolus. However, by consecutively increasing the delay
between labeling and image acquisition also time-resolved visualisation of blood flow
is achieved. This can be beneficial in patient studies since the time resolution can be
adapted with respect to a certain kind of cerebrovascular disease [36]. However, such
a sequence design can prolong the total measurement time to a clinically unacceptable
duration. Therefore, in this study keyhole acceleration is applied in order to decrease
the total scan time. Usually, keyhole methods are used for contrast-enhanced angiogra-
phy imaging, where the presence of the contrast agent results in a high SNR to track
the passage of the bolus. Keyhole percentages of less than 25% [37] are commonly used
to enable fast data acquisition for highly time-resolved images. This is required since
contrast agent administration can be only performed once during a clinical exam. In this
study, keyhole acceleration has been adapted to reduce the total scan time, but with-
out compromising image quality. In the presented approach, a keyhole factor of 50%
resulted in images with comparable vessel delineation and edge sharpness compared to
a fully sampled dataset. The first dynamic scan was fully sampled and used as reference
so that the high frequencies of k-space could be combined with the other subsequent
dynamic acquisitions before image reconstruction. Using the last dynamic acquisition
as reference would result in the artificial appearance of distal branches of the intracranial
arteries in previous dynamic images. However, it remains to be investigated whether
using one of the other dynamic scans as reference image would improve image quality. In
future studies, variable keyhole factors for each dynamic scan may help to increase the
image quality, for instance, when the labelled blood has entered smaller arterial branches
which may require higher scan percentages. Other approaches in angiography imaging
include compressed sensing in order to achieve shorter overall scan times by decreas-
ing the number of profiles needed for data acquisition [38, 39]. However, such methods
require complex and time consuming data computation for image reconstruction, im-
peding the utilization for clinical applications. Another recently developed approach
named time-encoded ASL employs a modulation of the labeling by segmentation into
several blocks of label and control condition according to a Hadamard matrix. When
the same matrix is used for reconstruction, images with different PLD can be calculated
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[33, 34], hence, following the course of the blood through the vasculature. This method
does not necessarily require multiple readouts for the generation of time-resolved im-
ages. However, this method was not yet applied in patient studies and problems may
occur in altered vasculatures with abnormal or turbulent blood flow pattern including
atherosclerotic vessels and aneurysms or in AVM patients with mixed blood flow since
this can destroy the modulation of the labelled blood bolus. The visualization of small
intracranial vessels requires image acquisitions which provide high SNR. 3D balanced
steady state free precession (bSSFP) can be used because of its fast acquisition time and
high signal-to-noise ratio [20]. However, in subtraction images of label and control ac-
quisitions, bSSFP readout can suffer from artefacts of inflowing, unlabeled blood, as well
as due to the pulsation of cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), which leads to degradation of image
quality [28], impeding the identification of small arterial branches. RF spoiled gradient
echo imaging provides high SNR while being less susceptible to these artefacts, however,
this technique is restricted to small flip angles due to signal loss caused by consecu-
tively applied RF pulses [24]. Multi-phase acquisitions for time-resolved angiography
can further decrease the signal due to consecutively applied RF pulses and RF spoiling
which will compromise the visualisation of small arteries in late time phases. Therefore,
in the presented approach, only one acquisition is performed per labeling period which
reduces the number of applied RF pulses, hence, making it possible to apply increased
flip angles for signal generation. Moreover, simulations were used to optimize the flip
angle with respect to all temporal phases. It might be possible to further improve the
readout signal by using variable flip angles [20] that were optimized for each dynamic
scan instead of using one static flip angle as a compromise over all acquisitions.
Conclusion
The presented method demonstrates its feasibility to perform non-contrast enhanced,
timeresolved angiography of individually selected cerebral arteries. Further studies are
needed to evaluate the reproducibility of this technique in a clinical setting and in
patients with various cerebrovascular diseases.
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Accelerated visualization of
selected intracranial arteries by
Cycled super-selective Arterial
Spin Labeling
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Abstract
Object
To accelerate super-selective Arterial Spin Labeling angiography by using a single con-
trol condition denoted as cycled super-selective Arterial Spin Labeling.
Materials and Methods
A single non-selective control image is acquired that is shared by selective label images.
Artery-selective imaging is possible by geometrically changing the position of the la-
beling focus to more than one artery of interest during measurement. The presented
approach is compared to conventional super-selective imaging in terms of its labeling
efficiency inside and outside the labeling focus using numerical simulations and in-vivo
measurements. Additionally, the signal-to-noise ratios of the images are compared to
non-selective ASL angiography and analyzed using a two-way ANOVA test and calcu-
lating the Pearsons correlation coefficients.
Results
The results indicate that the labeling efficiency is not reduced within the labeled artery,
but can increase as a function of distance to the artery of interest when compared to
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conventional super-selective ASL. In the final images, no statistically significant differ-
ence of image quality can be observed while the acquisition duration could be reduced.
Conclusion
Using super-selective Arterial Spin Labeling, a single non-selective control acquisition
suffices for reconstructing selective angiograms of the cerebral vasculature, thereby ac-
celerating image acquisition without notable loss of information.
Introduction
Non-contrast enhanced magnetic resonance angiography (NCE-MRA) methods are com-
monly used for the detailed anatomical investigation of the intracranial arterial status
and its function. Examples include time-of-flight (TOF) or phase-contrast angiography
(PCA), but these are often limited as only the whole cerebral vasculature can be depicted
at once [1–3]. Therefore, drawing conclusions about single arteries can be impeded, but
would be important for instance in the evaluation of individual feeding arteries of tu-
mors or arterio-venous malformations (AVM). Using MRI, the application of specialized
approaches, such as selective Arterial Spin Labeling (ASL) methods allow for the vi-
sualization of individual arteries, e.g. the major brain feeding vessels and even small
intracranial branches [4–7]. Among different tagging approaches, pseudo-continuous
ASL (pCASL) is often used for angiography [5, 8–10]. Furthermore, certain modifi-
cations of pCASL make it possible to create a labeling spot rather than a plane that
allows for selectively labeling a single artery (super-selective ASL) [7]. This approach
was already successfully applied for selective angiography measurements in volunteers
and patients [8, 9]. Like most ASL techniques, pCASL relies on the acquisition of two
images (label and control), which are subsequently subtracted so that only the difference
signal of the arteries is visible in the final images. Investigations of the spin behavior in
super-selective ASL revealed oscillations of the labeling efficiency outside the artery of
interest [7]. Therefore, the label and control images should be acquired using the same
geometrical position and identical sequence parameters to maximize labeling efficiency
inside a selected vessel and minimize it outside the labeling focus. However, the acqui-
sition of two corresponding label and control images for each selected artery can make
the measurements in super-selective ASL time-consuming. Moreover, the measurements
are performed separately for each artery of interest, increasing the risk for patient move-
ment between the acquisitions. More time-efficient approaches were already proposed
using pulsed ASL (PASL) or vessel-encoded pCASL (VEPCASL) to visualize individual
perfusion territories or selected arteries. These are either based on dual-vessel labeling
and subsequently combining the resulting images with a single control condition (PASL)
or on calculating selective angiograms or flow territories by acquiring non-selective tag
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and control images alongside multi-vessel labeled images (VEPCASL) [4, 11, 12]. Other
methods employ a rotating control condition or use an approach to tag the anterior and
posterior circulation simultaneously using two labeling slabs [13, 14]. One advantage of
super-selective pCASL compared to other approaches is the flexibility of positioning the
labeling spot. For example, the arteries of interest do not need to have a sufficiently long
straight segment in a single plane, but the labeling focus for each artery can be adapted
to the different vessels individually, e.g. by tilting the labeling spot in arbitrary direc-
tions according to the course of the artery [4, 7]. Additionally, the size of the focus can
be manually adjusted and thereby optimized with respect to individual vessel diameters
[7]. Especially in patients with an altered vasculature, this can become an advantage
compared to methods that apply large labeling slabs or require positioning a single la-
beling plane so that the blood in all arteries of interest will experience sufficient labeling.
In some clinical applications, information about selected arteries only, rather than the
whole vasculature, can be of interest. Furthermore, patients most likely already under-
went non-selective angiography, e.g. time-of-flight (TOF) imaging. Usually, this makes
it possible to gather a lot of information about a pathology. However, acquiring images
of only the relevant arteries (e.g. just the left carotid and left vertebral artery) may be
sufficient for a proper diagnosis. In multi-vessel tagging approaches, it is often required
to perform many encoding cycles with respect to the number of supplying arteries in
order to decode single arterial flow territories [4]. The aim of this work is to present
a method of time-resolved artery-selective ASL angiography imaging that is based on
super-selective pCASL, denoted as cycled super-selective pCASL as this approach al-
lows for flexible positioning of the labeling spot on top of individual arteries, which
demonstrated to be beneficial in patients with an altered vasculature [15]. To reduce
scan time compared to the conventional super-selective approach, a single non-selective
control condition is used [4, 11, 13]. However, compared to conventional super-selective
ASL, using a non-matching control acquisition might increase the deviation between
control and label image, leading to higher labeling efficiencies in non-selected vessels.
To assess the feasibility of cycled super-selective ASL, numerical simulations of the la-
beling efficiency in- and outside a selected artery of interest are performed and validated
in a volunteer study. Additionally, SNR measurements of the resulting angiograms are
compared to conventional super-selective ASL and non-selective ASL, the latter being
considered the gold-standard method of acquiring ASL angiograms in this study.
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Figure 4.1: a) Planning of the individual acquisitions to obtain artery selective images.
The right internal carotid artery (RICA) is tagged in acquisition one (red), the left
internal carotid artery (LICA) in acquisition two (green) and both vertebral arteries
(VAs) in acquisition three (blue). In the latter case, the gradient moments of the super-
selective labeling gradients are adjusted to form an ellipsoid labeling focus [14]. The
fourth acquisition (control condition) is performed without transversal gradients. b)
Representative locations for placing regions of interests (ROIs) for the SNR analysis.
Methods
Numerical Simulations and validation
To assess the feasibility of the proposed method, numerical simulations of the labeling
efficiency were performed. These were conducted by numerically solving the Bloch
equations over blood flow velocities of 1-60 cm/s, assuming laminar flow and a vessel
diameter of 3.5 mm [7]. The simulation process assumed fully relaxed spins at the
beginning of the experiment and took into account the inversion profile of the Hanning
shaped RF pulses used during pCASL tagging. In-between two pulses, the phase change
due to the perpendicular applied gradients was calculated. For each calculated velocity,
this was repeated until the spins passed the simulated inversion slab. Used pCASL
parameter were a flip angle of 18 with a pulse spacing of 1ms. The mean tagging gradient
was set to 0.6 mT/m and the maximum gradient amplitude to 6 mT/m. As relaxation
parameter, T1 and T2 of blood were assumed to be 1650ms and 100ms respectively. For
cycled super-selective ASL, super-selectivity was achieved using a gradient moment of
1.08 mT/m in anterior-posterior and right-left direction during the pCASL pulse train
for the labeling condition, and with zero gradient moment in the control condition. For
conventional super-selective ASL the extra gradients were performed in both the label
and control experiment [7]. To visualize the deviations in labeling efficiency over the
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Figure 4.2: Schematic sequence diagram for the acquisitions 1-3 and acquisition 4
in the presented methods. The length of the labeling/control pulse train is displayed
only partially. After presaturation of the static tissue, in acquisitions 1-3, the extra
gradients for the selective labeling method are applied, achieving tagging of a single
artery. In the fourth acquisition (control condition), no extra gradients are applied and
the phase of every second RF pulse is shifted by 180 to achieve zero net inversion.
distance to the tagged artery, the calculations were performed over a range of 060 mm.
The simulations were then validated by acquiring images of 5 volunteers while shifting
the labeling focus over the same distance in 5 mm increments away from the selected
artery for both the super-selective and cycled super-selective approach using a labeling
duration of 1000ms without labeling delay. Image readout was performed using a 3D
fast spoiled gradient echo sequence with a spatial resolution of 0.9x0.9mm2 and 20 slices
with a thickness of 3 mm each. Additionally, a non-selective scan was performed using
the same scan parameters. The dependence of the labeling efficiency on the distance to
the tagged artery was measured directly above the labeling plane using region of interest
(ROI) analysis inside the arteries in the subtracted images of the cycled and the super-
selective approach. The results were normalized with respect to the signal measured in
the non-selective acquisition (Eq. 4.1). The labeling efficiency thus was calculated as
Labelingefficiency =
(SIcontrol − SIlabel)conventional/cycled
(SIcontrol − SIlabel)non−selective
(4.1)
where SI denotes the signal intensity of the respective images [7].
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Calculation of the subtraction angiograms
In non-selective and super-selective ASL, two images are acquired. The first (Label)
is subtracted from the second (Control) to obtain the final artery-selective angiogram.
The acquisitions of one pair of label and control images form one cycle. This has to be
repeated for each artery in the case of conventional super-selective ASL. In the presented
approach of cycled super-selective ASL, one cycle is split into four individual acquisitions
during the scan. One label acquisition is performed for each of the major arteries and a
non-selective control condition is acquired for subsequent subtraction. In this method,
the four acquisitions form one cycle. In this study, the left and right carotid arteries
(LICA, RICA) and the vertebral arteries (VAs) were tagged selectively. Subtraction of
acquisition four (Control) with each of the label acquisitions then results in the final
angiographic images.
MR Experiments
The data acquired for this study was part of a general protocol for MRI pulse-sequence
development approved by the local ethical committee. All volunteers gave written in-
formed consent before they underwent MR imaging. The study population included 13
healthy volunteers (8 women and 5 men, mean age 28.2 years) without any known history
of vascular disease. All imaging experiments were performed on a Philips 3T Achieva
MR scanner (Philips Healthcare, Best, The Netherlands) using a 32 channel receive head
coil. To plan the selective ASL measurements, the information about the position of
the arteries is obtained via a TOF angiography scan placed over the neck [9]. An ex-
ample of the geometry used to tag the major arteries is given in figure 4.1. A schematic
overview of the pulse sequence is shown in figure 4.2. In order to visualize the leading
edge of the labeled blood bolus, the labeling duration was set to 400ms and a 50ms post
labeling delay was used. WET presaturation pulses were applied prior to labeling to
reduce static tissue signal. For selective labeling of the ICAs, the additional gradient
moments were adjusted to 1.08 mT/m in the anterior-posterior (Gx) and left-right (Gy)
direction, for the VAs the zeroth moment of the gradient in left-right direction was set
to 0.1 mT/m to achieve an ellipsoid labeling focus, thus make it possible to label both
VAs at the same time (Fig. 4.1a) [7, 15, 16]. Image acquisition was performed using a
3D fast spoiled gradient echo readout sequence and a flip angle of 10◦. Each repetition
of the label/control loop acquired 16 lines in k-space. Acquisition of the selective label
images and the control image is performed in an interleaved way, meaning that after each
partial k-space readout of one artery, a different labeled artery (or the control image)
is acquired. This has the advantage of being more robust in terms of small continuous
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head movement of the patients head, as the acquisitions are performed closer together
in time [12]. The TR/TE was set to 7.9/3.7 ms and the acquisition matrix used was
240x240 with 0.9 mm3 isotropic voxel size. 120 slices were acquired with a SENSE fac-
tor of three, covering a volume of 10.8cm that displays the entire vasculature including
and above the circle of Willis. Six consecutive time points after labeling were acquired
with a temporal resolution of 150 ms in order to image the inflow of labeled blood. No
cardiac triggering was performed. The total scan durations for the different approaches
are summarized in table 1. In one volunteer, the cycled super-selective approach was
additionally performed above the CoW, namely in the anterior (ACA) and both middle
cerebral arteries (MCAs) using the same ASL and readout parameter as described above
and compared to conventional super-selective ASL. The number of slices was halved to
60 and the stack placed directly above the super-selective tagging positions. All images
were exported and post-processed using Matlab R2013b (The Mathworks, Natick, MA).
This included image subtraction and the generation of maximum intensity projections
(MIPs). To obtain a holistic picture of the cerebral vasculature, the selective MIPs were
also merged into a single color-encoded frame.
SNR measurements
To compare the SNR of the selective methods, the non-selective ASL angiography scan
was considered the reference method, as the labeling efficiency can be expected to be
more consistent across the volunteers [7]. To perform quantitative comparisons, the mean
SNRs were calculated by performing ROI analysis using ImageJ (ImageJ, Bethesda, MD)
and calculated using the formula
SNRmean =
Smean
σBG
(4.2)
where Smean is the mean signal of the ROI covering the arteries and σBG is the standard
deviation of the background signal [17]. The measurements were performed at 7 defined
locations in each of the major arteries for all acquired time points. These are presented
schematically on a transversal MIP in figure 4.1b. The ROI was then copied to the other
images of the same volunteer to avoid any misplacing or contouring bias. Statistical
analysis was performed using ANOVA testing to assess differences between the three
methods [18]. A p-value of 0.05 was considered as statistically significant. Additionally,
the Pearsons correlation coefficient was calculated for all major arteries for the three
methods. To assess similarity between the approaches, Bland-Altman plots were created
considering non-selective ASL as the reference method [19].
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Figure 4.3: a) Simulated and measured labeling efficiencies as a function of distance
to the selected artery for conventional and cycled super-selective ASL. Error bars of
the measured data represent the standard deviation from acquisitions in five volunteers.
Note that the result from the cycled method is shifted to the right at distance zero for
better visualization. b) Simulation of the labeling efficiency of cycled super-selective
ASL in conjunction with the longitudinal magnetization values as a function of the
distance to the labeled artery. Shown are the magnetic state of the control image
(dashed line), of the label image (dotted line) and the resulting labeling efficiency as
calculated in equation 4.1 (solid line).
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Table 4.1: Total scan durations to acquire images of the three major arteries for the
different tagging methods.
Labeling Type Total duration (min.)
non-selective ASL 5:08
super-selective ASL 15:24 (5:08 per artery)
Cycled super-selective ASL 10:17
Results
Numerical Simulations and validation
The results from the numerical simulations and the corresponding volunteer measure-
ments are shown in figure 4.3. The simulated and measured labeling efficiencies for the
super-selective approach are in concordance with the values presented in the original
publication [7]. The results from the simulation of the cycled super-selective method in-
dicate a higher labeling efficiency (oscillating between +20 % and +40 %) as a function
of the distance to the tagged artery, compared to conventional super-selective ASL hav-
ing an oscillating efficiency between -20 % and +20 %. The efficiency of both methods
within approximately 3 mm from the labeling focus appears identical.
MR Experiments
Image acquisition was performed successfully and all datasets could be used for the
SNR measurements. Figure 4.4 shows representative MIPs of the final images of one
volunteer after combining all vessels into a single color-encoded frame. An example
of tagging smaller intracranial arteries above the circle of Willis is given in figure 4.5.
Compared to conventional super-selective ASL (Fig. 4.5a), the cycled approach shows
signal from the ACA when tagging the left MCA and vice versa (fig. 4.5b). This was
not observed on the right MCA.
SNR measurements
The SNR of non-selective, conventional super-selective and cycled super-selective ASL
imaging compare similarly, which can be seen in the Bland-Altman plots (Fig. 4.6).
Following statistical analysis, no trend between the tagged arteries could be observed.
The ANOVA analysis yielded a p-Value of 0.51 for the RICA, 0.46 for the LICA and 0.55
for the posterior circulation indicating no statistically significant differences between the
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Figure 4.4: Representative transversal maximum intensity projections of one volun-
teer for the three performed methods. Only the first, third and fifth time frame (50,
350 and 650ms) are shown. The non-selective angiography presents all arteries during
a single scan. The individually tagged major arteries in case of selective acquisitions
are color-encoded, whereas the right ICA is displayed red, the left ICA green and the
posterior circulation blue.
methods in terms of SNR. The calculated Pearsons correlation coefficients also show a
high correlation ( 0.78) between the methods and can be found in table 2.
Discussion
In this study an approach for the accelerated visualization of individual arteries in the
cerebral vasculature, denoted as cycled super-selective pCASL is proposed and evaluated
in terms of SNR compared to the conventional super-selective and non-selective pCASL
angiography approach. Generally, to obtain angiographic images using ASL, a label
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Figure 4.5: Example of super-selective tagging above the circle of Willis using con-
ventional super-selective (a) and cycled super-selective ASL (b). In (a), no unwanted
signal can be seen, while in (b) the left middle cerebral artery (MCA) is visible when
the anterior cerebral artery (ACA) was tagged and vice versa. This could be explained
using the simulations of the labeling efficiency presented in figure 4.3, as the right MCA
had a distance of 16 mm (minimum) and the left of 21.4 mm (maximum) to the ACA.
Table 4.2: Pearsons correlation coefficients of the SNR measurements visualized as
correlation table for the three methods in the three major arteries that have been
visualized.
Non-selective Conventional Cycled
Visualized
artery
RICA LICA VA RICA LICA VA RICA LICA VA
Non-selective 1 1 1
Conventional 0.82 0.87 0.79 1 1 1
Cycled 0.82 0.81 0.88 0.84 0.87 0.78 1 1 1
image has to be performed with a matching control image. These should have the same
contrast properties, except for the magnetic state of the inflowing labeled blood in order
to subtract the static background tissue as accurately as possible. In super-selective ASL,
the additionally performed gradients perpendicular to the labeling plane could cause
adverse effects, so that it is important to acquire a corresponding control condition, in
which the same gradient pattern is used [7]. Influencing factors of the labeling efficiency
are the gradient scheme, the geometrical position as well as the strength of the additional
gradients defining the size and shape of the labeling focus [7, 16].
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Figure 4.6: Bland-Altman plots for the three evaluated methods with non-selective
ASL being considered as the reference standard. Shown are the differences in SNR on
the y-axis and the mean SNR on the x-axis. The upper and lower boundaries presented
as dashed lines are the mean values +/- 2 times the standard deviation. The solid
line is the mean difference of the methods. The results for the respective arteries for
the conventional super-selective method are seen in plots a, b and c. for the cycled
super-selective method in d, e and f. The results indicate that the performance of both
methods appears similar in terms of SNR as compared to non-selective pCASL.
The control condition in cycled super-selective ASL is obtained using a standard non-
selective ASL control image, i.e. without the perpendicular gradients from the super-
selective approach [7]. The effect of its use was evaluated in numerical simulations and in
volunteer scans. The results from the volunteer study indicate no qualitative degradation
of the images. In offsets below 3 mm no deviations of the labeling efficiency within the
artery of interest can be expected compared to conventional super-selective ASL (Fig.
4.3a). One limitation of the presented approach could be the increased labeling efficiency
in the contralateral arteries. As the labeling efficiency decreases with increasing offset
(from the tagged artery), in cases of a misplaced focus or patient movement, the efficiency
can become the same as in one of the contralateral arteries, e.g. misplacement of 5 mm
would yield the same efficiency as an artery with a distance of 23 mm (Fig. 4.3a). This
could lead to unwanted signal in one or more of the non-tagged vessels as no major
deviations in the static tissue component can be expected. In the worst case (23 mm
and 47 mm offset from the tagged artery) the unwanted signal component inside the
contralateral artery can be approximately 2/3 of the tagged artery (Fig. 4.3b). In the
situation of tagging the major arteries, maximum signal can arise in the contralateral
carotid artery, resulting in approximately half the signal compared to the tagged artery.
By selectively labeling intracranial arteries, this problem is more likely to appear as
presented in figure 4.5. In this particular volunteer, a distance of 16mm was measured
between the labeling spot on top of the right MCA and the right ACA. Comparing
these results with the performed simulations, a minimum of labeling efficiency remains
in the right ACA when the labeling spot is positioned over the right MCA. On the left
side of the brain, MCA and ACA vessels were separated by 21.4mm. This distance
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results in a maximum of the labeling efficiency outside of the labeling spot and explains
the increased signal in the left MCA when the left ACA is selectively labeled and vice
versa. The distance to the right MCA appears more favorable regarding the residual
labeling efficiency and presents similar images when compared to conventional super-
selective ASL. A potential remedy would be changing the position of the tagging plane
so that the labeling efficiency is minimal according to the simulation results. This
is possible using super-selective ASL, as the position and angulation can be adjusted
individually. Another possibility would be an advanced technique of super-selective ASL
that does not result in an oscillating labeling efficiency outside the labeling spot, thereby
reducing unwanted signal contributions, e.g. by using a fully randomized instead of a
pseudo-randomized pattern. Theoretically, the presented approach is not limited in the
number of arteries to be imaged during one measurement. As super-selective tagging
already showed its potential to visualize individual branches of the intracranial arteries
separated less than 7 mm, cycled super-selective ASL can most likely also be adapted to
image these arteries while the presented calculation scheme can be applied accordingly
[7, 20]. Another approach to evaluate image quality could be ratings with respect to
visualization and assessment of individual arterial segments. This can be considered
for a more detailed analysis of image quality in order to compare the potential of the
proposed approaches with established imaging methods [8, 21, 22].
Compared to non-selective acquisitions, vessel-selective tagging approaches generally
increase the total imaging time linear to the number of tagged arteries. On the other
hand, these techniques offer information about individually selected arteries. When the
aim is to selectively visualize a larger number of arteries, this might lead to prolonged
overall scan durations and increase the possibility of patient movement in-between two
consecutive scans, thus, degrading the quality of the final images. In recent years several
strategies to efficiently acquire images of multiple labeled arteries were presented [4, 11,
24]. One study using VEPCASL for angiographic imaging is based on 6 individual
acquisitions forming one cycle [12]. For acquiring images of the internal carotids as well
as the individual vertebral arteries, this strategy is SNR optimal as all vessels are in
the tag and control condition equally often [12]. To acquire a single image from the
posterior circulation (as also used in this study), the same strategy can be performed
to tag the basilar rather than the vertebral artery which would decrease imaging time,
but encoding those three vessels would still need 5 acquisitions including the tag all and
control all images. Compared to other approaches, e.g. VEPCASL, in the presented
approach no tag all vessels acquisition is performed and the calculations are not based
on a probabilistic model [12]. Therefore, considering total image acquisition time, with
comparable sequence parameters, the cycled super-selective approach would then result
in shorter scan times. Despite the lower expected SNR, the results from this study
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indicate that images of sufficiently high SNR can be obtained. A different approach,
also being based on 4 acquisitions was presented for regional perfusion imaging using
pulsed ASL. In this, two post-processing steps are necessary for the reconstruction of
artery-selective images that might be impeded in patient cases with altered vasculature
or mixed territories.
Another advantage of using single-artery labeling is that labeling spot can be adapted in
size and position to each of the arteries of interest individually and the foci do not have
to lie within a single plane, but can be distributed over the whole volume within a single
scan [4, 7, 20]. This becomes especially advantageous in tagging smaller intracranial
arteries, as it is unlikely to have a sufficiently straight segment with the same orientation
of each artery within the same plane, that is necessary in other approaches [12, 20]. The
only restriction of the presented method is that none of the labeling foci should be inside
the imaging volume to avoid artifacts due to the super-selective tagging gradients. The
labeling duration, delay and acquisition durations have to be adapted accordingly.
Compared to conventional super-selective pCASL, the acquisition time for the presented
method is decreased by 1/3 (Table 1), while still obtaining information about single
arteries is possible. Therefore, the presented approach may also represent an alternative
to be used for clinical imaging procedures as compared to other selective ASL NCE-MRA
acquisitions which are limited by either long acquisition times or limited spatial coverage
[21–25].Another important parameter regarding image acquisition time is the number of
k-space lines that are read out in each label/control loop. This parameter was chosen
based on previous knowledge finding a compromise between acquisitions duration and
loss of signal due to spoiled readout, as acquiring more lines would lead to shorter scan
times but on the expense of image quality [9]. To acquire one image, 135 repetitions of
each the label and the control condition were performed in non-selective and conventional
super-selective ASL. Conventional super-selective thereby needs to acquire a total of 810
loops, while the cycled approach needs 540.
As in cycled super-selective ASL image post-processing is performed using standard
image subtraction as for conventional non-selective or super-selective ASL, in cases of a
single corrupted acquisition, this might still allow to reconstruct images of the remaining
arteries. This is contrary to other encoding approaches, having two of three vessels
simultaneously in the label state in each acquisition [4, 11]. Using the super-selective
tagging approach, also multi-vessel labeling is possible and could be used accordingly to
perform Hadamard type decoding [4, 11, 12, 16]. This might pose an alternative to be
used for labeling three or more vessels in healthy volunteers, especially when all arteries
are of interest, but this might be impeded in pathologic cases with tortuous vasculatures
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or in tagging smaller arteries above the Circle of Willis due to their closer spacing and
the higher number of individual arteries to be tagged.
In conventional super-selective ASL, using one angiography scan for planning could lead
to inter-scan movement, potentially misplacing the focus with respect to the artery of
interest. This can only be circumvented by acquiring an angiography scan for each
artery of interest separately before starting the measurement which further increases
overall scan time [20]. In the presented approach, only one scan for planning needs to be
performed for all arteries to be acquired. Acquiring the images in an interleaved fashion,
rather than successively reduces the possibility of a systematic shift of the patients head
position and allows for more accurate subtraction than acquiring the selective images
(and the control image) one by one [12]. Movement during the scan, as the cycled
approach takes in total approximately 10 minutes, or motion between planning and
acquisition however are still persisting limitations. To counteract possibly occurring
intra-scan movement of the patients, real time motion trackers can be performed [26].
These can be implemented using recently developed strategies, e.g. within the short
post labeling delay after labeling so that the initial scan time will not be prolonged [27].
The presented method should be further evaluated in cerebrovascular diseases, in order
to prove its applicability and reproducibility in the clinical setting.
Conclusion
The presented method of cycled super-selective ASL allows for the NCE-MRA acquisi-
tion of individually selected intracranial arteries within a single scan and without notable
loss of SNR when the major brain feeding arteries are being tagged. It could be proven
that the acquisition of a single non-selective control image leads to shorter scan times
compared to the conventional label-control acquisition in super-selective ASL.
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Selective Arterial Spin Labeling
in conjunction with
phase-encoded acquisition for the
simultaneous visualization of
morphology, flow direction and
velocity of individual arteries in
the cerebrovascular system
Thomas Lindner, Naomi Larsen, Olav Jansen, Michael Helle
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Abstract
In various cerebrovascular diseases the visualization of individual arteries and knowledge
about their hemodynamic properties, like flow velocity and direction, can become impor-
tant for an accurate diagnosis. Magnetic Resonance Angiography methods are intended
to acquire this information, but often a single acquisition is not sufficient to retrieve
all this desired information, for example time-of-fight angiography cannot depict single
arteries or quantify flow velocities. Using selective Arterial Spin Labeling methods, a
single artery of interest can be tagged and visualized, while quantitative information
about hemodynamics can be retrieved using phase-encoding techniques that are one the
other hand often limited regarding their selectivity. In this study a method that allows
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for velocity mapping of individual arteries via incorporating phase-encoding preparation
into selective ASL angiography measurements is presented. Several post-processing steps
are required to generate velocity and directional encoded maps of selected arteries from
the data acquired in a single scan. The method was successfully evaluated in healthy
volunteers and a first application in two selected patients is presented. In one patient,
an aneurysm of the middle cerebral artery is investigated, and in the second patient the
new approach is employed to visualize an arterio-venous malformation.
Introduction
The selective visualization of intracranial arteries is an important differential diagnos-
tic tool in radiology. Especially in neurovascular imaging, information about a single
selected artery can become crucial for an accurate diagnosis [1]. Not only the identifica-
tion, but also the evaluation of hemodynamic properties, which include flow directions
and velocities is important [2]. Other methods, including X-Ray digital subtraction an-
giography (DSA), computed tomography angiography (CTA) and magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) methods are limited in terms of delivering all information in a timely
manner and without exposing patients to any risks, e.g. ionizing radiation and external
contrast agents [3]. One example, for which the selective visualization of individual ar-
teries becomes important, is treatment planning in patients with aneurysms. As the size
and shape of the aneurysm in every direction has to be evaluated, selective measure-
ments are beneficial for retrospective evaluation without superposition of contralateral
arteries. Three-dimensional DSA is usually performed to obtain the desired information
[4]. Additionally, blood flow velocities into and inside the aneurysm can be used as a
predictor for the forces exposed to the vessel wall [5]. Another example are arterio-
venous-malformations (AVM), as the identification of individual feeding arteries and
the draining veins is crucial for subsequent treatment planning and risk evaluation for
the patient [6, 7]. Conventional MR angiography methods do not allow for the indi-
vidual visualization of selected arteries. One possibility to overcome the limitation of
non-selective angiography in MRI is the use of selective Arterial Spin Labeling (ASL)
methods. ASL is based on the interleaved acquisition of two images differing in their
contrast as the magnetization of blood is inverted in one acquisition (label image) while
in another acquisition it remains unchanged (control image) [8]. Subtraction of the
images results in the final angiograms, as only the difference in blood signal remains vis-
ible, while the signal of static tissue(s) cancels out [9]. In the case of selective ASL, only
the blood in the selected artery is labeled, resulting in angiograms of individual vessels
[9]. In many approaches, the arteries can only be visualized morphologically without
quantitative information about flow velocities and directions. To a certain degree, that
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problem could be overcome using time-resolved acquisitions [10, 11]. Quantitative mea-
surements of flow direction and velocity with higher precision can be achieved by using
flow encoding gradients during image readout [12]. Using these gradients, the phase shift
between static and moving spins is exploited, which is used for example in phase-contrast
angiography (PCA) techniques [13]. One limitation is that it is not possible to visualize
individually selected arteries, as the phase manipulation can only be performed over the
complete readout volume. Additionally, arteries and veins are simultaneously visualized,
possibly making it more difficult to identify pathological conditions e.g. in arterio-venous
malformations (AVM) the shunting veins might be overlaid with the venous drainage.
Incorporating the information obtained by flow-encoding gradients into vessel-selective
ASL measurements seems attractive to quantitatively describe hemodynamic properties
within a single artery. In this study, we present an approach based on super-selective
pseudo-continuous ASL (pCASL) that allows for the selective visualization of individual
arteries in conjunction with phase-encoded information to derive detailed information
about blood flow direction and velocity. The feasibility of the presented technique was
evaluated in healthy volunteers and in two patients, suffering from an aneurysm and
from an AVM, to demonstrate potential clinical applications.
Materials and Methods
MR imaging
MRI was performed as part of a general protocol for pulse-sequence development ap-
proved by the local ethical committee and all participants gave written informed consent.
The study population included six volunteers (4 women, 2 men, mean age 35.8 years)
and 2 patients. The first was a 53 years old male with an aneurysm in the right middle
cerebral artery. The second was a 49 years old woman suffering from an AVM in the
right thalamus. All experiments were performed on a Philips 3T Achieva MR scan-
ner (Philips Healthcare, Best, The Netherlands) using a standard 32 channel receive
head coil. A low-resolution time-of-flight (TOF) scan was performed across the neck
to determine the position of the arteries to be selectively labeled using super-selective
pCASL. The label focus was positioned manually for each artery of interest [7]. The
label duration was set to 1000ms to ensure sufficient filling of the artery with tagged
blood [7, 9]. Image acquisition started immediately after labeling. Readout parameters
are: 3D T1-TFE scan with a TFE factor of 26 with 0.77mm isotropic voxel size, a FoV
of 200x200x84.7mm, 110 slices, a flip angle of 12 and a SENSE factor of 3, resulting
in an acquisition time of approximately 5:30 min per artery. Directional encoding was
performed in all three axis (right-left, RL, anterior-posterior, AP, and feet-head, FH).
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Figure 5.1: Flowcharts presenting the steps needed to create the final vessel-selective
images. In a) the visualization of the arteries on the example of the right internal carotid
is shown, while in b) the steps necessary for a venous-selective image are shown.
The strength of the bipolar gradients was chosen to allow resolving flow velocities of up
to 100 cm/s. No type of cardiac triggering was used.
Image processing
All images were exported and post-processed on a personal computer using Matlab
R2013b (The Mathworks, Natick, MA). A flow-chart displaying the steps to obtain the
final arterial images on the example of the right internal carotid artery is presented in
figure 5.1a. First, the label images are subtracted from the control images to obtain
selective angiograms. These are processed as binary masks by using a threshold chosen
individually for each volunteer to separate vascular and background signal. The binary
mask was applied to each of the three directionally encoded phase-contrast images. A
combination of the masked images results in the final images which were post-processed
as maximum intensity projections (MIPs) for better visualization. Moreover, from the
information about the location of arteries, the venous system can be selectively visualized
as well. A flowchart displaying these processing steps is shown in figure 5.1b. Applying
the masks of all labeled arteries combined to the velocity-encoded images can be used
to remove the arterial component.
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Table 5.1: Measured and expected velocity values of the presented method in selected
arterial segments [12–14]. The measurements were performed using ROI analysis on
the volunteer scans and present similar values compared to values found in literature.
Vessel Measured mean velocity (cm/s) ± Standard deviations Literature values (cm/s) ± Standard deviations [13–15]
Right ICA 33.4 ± 4.9 32.7 ± 3.0
Left ICA 32.9 ± 6.5 32.7 ± 3.0
Right ACA 49.6 ± 4.8 47.3 ± 13.6
Left ACA 50.3 ± 8.3 47.3 ± 13.6
Right MCA 50.3 ± 8.3 58.4 ± 8.4
Left MCA 57.6 ± 2.6 58.4 ± 8.4
Right PoCA 34.1 ± 5.7 34.2 ± 7.8
Left PoCA 33.7 ± 6.3 34.2 ± 7.8
BA 41.1 ± 7.2 42.5 ± 7.1
Quantitative analysis
On the volunteer scans, mean velocities were measured in selected intracranial arteries
to compare the accuracy of obtaining velocity maps with established values from the
literature [14–16]. These measurements were performed via manual region of interest
(ROI) analysis in the internal carotid arteries (ICA), the anterior (ACA), medial (MCA)
and posterior cerebri artery (PoCA) and the basilar artery (BA).
Results
Image acquisition was successfully performed in all volunteers and patients and several
image contrasts could be obtained. First, without processing, anatomical images are
readily available from the magnitude data. As the label and control images can be av-
eraged, the tissue SNR of this scan is improved by a factor of sqrt(2). Second, from the
phase-encoded data, a non-selective static angiography scan of the complete cerebral
vasculature (including veins) is available. Third, three non-selective angiograms with
different phase encodings are available (in RL, AP and FH direction). After processing,
selective velocity and directional encoded angiograms of the arteries could be created
(Fig. 5.1). An example of the finally obtained images of a healthy volunteer is given
in figure 5.2. The results are either displayed as a directional (Fig. 5.2a) or velocity
image (Fig. 5.2b). Figure 5.2c displays the venous-selective image with its velocity com-
ponents. The quantitative results from the volunteer scans indicate that the measured
flow velocities are in concordance with values from the literature and can be found in
table 5.1.
The example of the patient suffering from the aneurysm is shown in figure 5.3. The im-
ages present similar information as the additionally performed DSA, i.e. the contralat-
eral arteries are not visualized. Additionally, quantitative information about blood flow
velocities is available. Compared to the TOF scan, no superposition of the contralateral
(left carotid artery) and the external carotid artery occurs (Arrow in figure 5.3).
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Figure 5.2: a) Directional encoded image of the right internal carotid artery. Flow
in right-left direction is displayed in green, anterior-posterior in red and feet-head di-
rection in blue. Mixing colors correspond to flow in oblique directions. b) Combined
velocity-encoded image of the selectively images major intracranial arteries with their
corresponding velocities displayed in the colorbars. The right internal carotid artery
is displayed in red, the left in green and the posterior circulation in blue. c) Venous-
selective velocity-encoded image resulting from removal of the arterial components of
the phase-encoded images.
The second patient example demonstrates the feasibility of the presented method in the
evaluation of an AVM (Fig. 5.4). It could be shown that the AVM is fed by the vertebro-
basilar artery as well as the right internal carotid artery. The left internal carotid artery
does not contribute to the vascularization of the malformation and mainly supplies the
right hemispheric circulation, indicating a steal phenomenon from the AVM that is not
visible in the TOF scan. Additionally, using the presented method, the enlarged draining
vein (great cerebral vein) is visualized to a greater extent.
Discussion
A method for vessel-selective mapping of blood flow velocity and direction is presented
by combining selective ASL preparation and phase-encoded readout. Via image pro-
cessing, several contrasts could be retrieved within a single scan. The in-vivo evaluation
was successful in healthy volunteers and first patient scans show potential clinical ap-
plications. Often MR angiographic methods are limited in terms of vessel-selectivity,
quantification of flow parameters or both. With the advent of selective ASL methods, it
became possible to image only a selected artery of interest, while the contralateral arter-
ies do not contribute to the final image [7, 9–11]. ASL angiography is often performed
without temporal resolution, limiting quantification of flow parameters, e.g. velocity
[7, 17]. Approaches have been proposed that should overcome this limitation, e.g. using
time-resolved acquisitions or by creating T1 maps of the inflowing labeled blood [9–
11, 17]. These applications do not allow for an accurate quantification of flow velocities,
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Figure 5.3: Comparison of a TOF angiography (a), the velocity-encoded selective
ASL scan (b) and catheter angiography (c) displayed as maximum intensity projections.
In a) for diagnosis irrelevant arteries are superpositioned over the aneurysm (Arrow),
which is not the case in b) and c). In the phase-encoded ASL method (b), additional
information about the blood flow velocity is available, indicating slow flow inside the
aneurysm (approx. 10 cm/s).
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Figure 5.4: Visualization of the arterio-venous malformation of the second patient.
The phase-encoded images visualize the velocity components of the AVM feeders (right
ICA and posterior circulation) and the healthy left ICA (a). Combining the individual
images gives a holistic view of the vascular status and it can be seen that the right
ICA and the posterior circulation contribute to the AVM (b). Contrary to the TOF
angiography (c), the presented method allows for visualization of the crossflow occurring
from the left internal carotid artery to the right hemisphere, potentially due to a steal
phenomenon caused by the AVM, visualized in green. Additionally, the major draining
vein (great cerebral vein) is visualized to a greater extent alongside the inflow into the
downstream healthy vein. The velocity encoding allows for a more comprehensive look
of the flow behavior, potentially aiding in the risk assessment of therapy options.
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as either the temporal resolution is too low or the mapping method is based on as-
sumptions about T1 relaxation times [17]. That can be overcome by incorporating flow
encoding gradients in-between excitation and readout [13]. By using velocity mapping,
the integrity of the vascular system can be analyzed more comprehensively and probably
aids in treatment planning, which was successfully proven by quantitatively measuring
the flow velocities obtained by the presented acquisition method in comparison with
values found in the literature, despite resulting in averaging of the flow velocities during
image acquisition and without synchronizing image acquisition with the heart rate. This
velocity information can become crucial, as it can be used as a predictor of the integrity
of the aneurysm wall [18, 19]. Methods to obtain velocity information are for exam-
ple PCA measurements. In PCA measurements, usually, only a picture of the whole
vascular system can be depicted and information about a single artery only is limited.
By incorporating the information from flow encoded image acquisition into a selective
ASL measurement, it is possible to get the desired information within a single scan.
Adverse effects on image quality are not expected, as ASL relies on the manipulation of
the longitudinal magnetization state of blood, while phase-encoding techniques work on
the transversal magnetization. The quantitative velocity measurements could demon-
strate this, as no major deviations were observed (Table 1). In patients suffering from
AVM, obtaining quantitative information can become especially helpful, as in most cur-
rently available methods the arterial inflow and the venous outflow are simultaneously
visualized, possibly making it more difficult to differentiate healthy and pathological
(shunting) veins correctly [20, 21]. Using the presented method, it is possible to follow
the course of the arterial blood thorough the draining vein(s) and only these are visible
in the final image. An example for that is shown in figure 5.4, where the AVM drains
into the superior sagittal sinus. Compared to the right ICA contribution, from the
posterior circulation the arterial blood advanced further and the healthy vein after the
drainage is additionally visualized. From non-pathologic downstream veins, no signal
contribution is visible. Additionally, the individual contributions to the malformation
in terms of flow velocities and the risk of developing aneurysms can be evaluated [22].
In aneurysms, DSA is the diagnostic method of choice, as 3D datasets of individually
acquired arteries can be obtained in order to allow for arbitrary views of the aneurysm
[4]. As the catheter tip is placed into the artery of interest and the contrast agent is
selectively applied, no superposition of contralateral arteries can occur. In non-selective
MRI methods, e.g. TOF angiography, all arteries are imaged simultaneously making it
not possible to view selected arteries only [23]. In the presented method, artery-selective
imaging is possible, thus the aneurysm can be visualized without superposition, which
is comparable to DSA. Additionally, information about flow velocity can be retrieved,
that can be beneficial in assessing the stress onto the aneurysm wall by high flow ve-
locities. The additional possibility of acquiring images of the venous system selectively
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could be successfully shown with the presented approach. The combined information
of the positions of the intracranial arteries can be used as image mask to display the
venous structures. The technique is therefore expanded, as also conclusions about the
outflow of blood can be drawn. This could be sued for example in idiopathic intracra-
nial hypertension, as the information of flow of inflowing and outflowing blood is of
interest [24]. Obtaining venous information is only possible when all major arteries are
visualized, as otherwise the arterial information is incomplete and cannot be used to
remove the unwanted signal. For the sole purpose of venous imaging, a non-selective
ASL angiography scan could be also used to reconstruct these images. As several other
methods exist to obtain venous-selective images, the potential of the presented method
has to be evaluated in comparison to these approaches, e.g. susceptibility-weighted
imaging (SWI) [25]. It should be noted that mapping of venous structures is depen-
dent on several factors, e.g. the labeling duration. Also, in pathological cases, such as
reduced arterial flow velocities, the labeled blood might not have travelled sufficiently
far, making the masking process prone to inaccuracies, thus potentially mapping distal
arterial segments mistakenly as venous structures. Conventionally, to get all the infor-
mation obtained here in a single scan, three acquisitions are needed in a regular MRI
protocol. To get artery-selective images, a selective ASL scan, a separate PCA and for
venous imaging, a SWI scan have to be acquired. Image processing can be performed as
described here, but as more scans have to be performed individually, the possibility of
patient movement in-between scans increases, making the processing steps more prone
to inaccuracies. Some of the obtained information can also be seen as redundant, e.g.
the unsubtracted images from ASL and the magnitude images from PCA might not
differ in their information. Phase-encoded angiographic imaging intrinsically allows for
reconstructing a non-selective angiogram, thereby it might be possible to spare other
arteries from being selectively imaged, as in some cases only a single artery is of special
interest, while the possibility to evaluate the other arteries still remains [12]. There is
room for improvement of the presented technique. First, masking of the images was
performed using a manually chosen threshold, which can become uncertain in images
with a high level of background noise, as well as in pathological conditions and a manual
check of the resulting binary image mask is necessary. It can also occur that the signal
threshold cannot discriminate sufficiently between vascular signal and noise, especially
in small distal arteries. Possible solutions can be found in advanced image processing
techniques, e.g. segmenting vascular structures from the ASL images [26, 27]. Another
possibility is to use flow velocities and the principal direction to differentiate between
arteries, veins and background tissue. For example flow velocities in the range of 50cm/s,
with directional flow in the anterior direction can most likely be identified as the ACAs
[14]. In patients with vascular diseases, as the flow properties can change compared to
the situation in healthy volunteers, this could become inaccurate, potentially limiting
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this approach to healthy volunteer scans. Second, time-resolved acquisitions of phase-
encoded data gain more popularity in MRI [5]. Mostly used for cardiovascular imaging,
advanced 4D Flow MRI techniques are being developed and find increased use in rou-
tine imaging protocols [28, 29]. Expanding the presented method by the time domain
could increase the obtained information, as it allows for a more comprehensive view
of the hemodynamic properties within the vasculature e.g. absolute quantification of
wall-shear stress or visualizing turbulent flow patterns within aneurysms [30]. A major
restriction of these sequences is the limited spatial coverage due to the increased image
acquisition times [28–30]. Third, total image acquisition times can be reduced by per-
forming advanced techniques of ASL image calculation, e.g. by using a shared control
condition or Hadamard encoding [31, 32]. Lastly, due to the various image contrasts
obtained it remains difficult to choose the appropriate form of presenting all information
in a single image (Fig. 5.2). The appropriate type of visualization may be dependent
on the clinical question, e.g. velocity mapping in the case of aneurysms and AVMs and
directional encoding in collateral flow. In the here presented approach of visualizing
flow, smaller distal vessel are displayed in darker shades, making them more difficult to
be visualized. Emphasizing on a smaller range of velocities could improve the visible
impression, yet at the cost of information. One major advantage of the method is that
all information is available within a single dataset, thereby post-processing can be done
retrospectively.
Conclusion
By incorporating phase-encoding into selective ASL angiographic measurements, it is
possible to map blood flow velocities and directions in one artery of interest within a
single scan. The selective visualization of venous structures is also possible.
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Several methods to acquire images of intracranial arteries exist. These include ultra-
sound (US), computed tomography (CT), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and dig-
ital subtraction angiography (DSA) [1–4]. DSA can be seen as the gold standard for
acquiring selective vascular information, yet the procedure is elaborate and the patient
is exposed to ionizing radiation and high doses of contrast agent [1]. In CT these limits
apply as well. This method however is faster and can be performed more easily, yet
no artery-specific information can be obtained [2]. The same holds true for contrast-
enhanced magnetic resonance angiography (MRA) acquisitions, which do not involve
ionizing radiation [3]. One completely non-invasive method is US, but its application
is limited in terms of spatial resolution and its applicability to brain vessels [4]. MRI
offers the potential of acquiring vascular images without contrast agent application [5].
Certain MRA approaches can therefore be seen as completely non-invasive. One exam-
ple is non-selective time-of-flight (TOF) angiography. Recently developed selective ASL
methods made it possible to acquire images of individual arteries, yet these were mostly
used for perfusion imaging [6]. In principle, to acquire images of the arteries themselves,
the delay time between the applied label and the readout has to be shortened so that
the signal of the labeled arteries is still in the vessels rather than the tissue. However,
a simple transition from perfusion imaging to angiographic applications is not readily
possible. Among other limitations, ASL perfusion sequences often have an in-plane res-
olution of more than 2mm, which is not suitable to visualize small intracranial arteries.
Other considerations have to be made regarding the duration of the labeling procedure
as well as temporal coverage of blood flow. Different strategies to use ASL as a means
of angiographic imaging were introduced in recent years [7–9]. These differ either in the
ASL tagging method used, the readout principle or their vessel-selectivity. To quantify
flow dynamics, different approaches were used, e.g. time-resolved acquisitions, that ac-
quire images consecutively after labeling or by using prior knowledge about T1 decay
to indirectly make assumptions about flow velocities (Chapter 1). These methods are
often limited in their applicability, e.g. the T1 method relies on assumptions on the
decay time and might be inaccurate [7]. The consecutive acquisition of images can lead
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to problems regarding signal loss in the later images as often spoiled gradient echo se-
quences are used, reducing the available longitudinal magnetization for excitation [10].
Other approaches, e.g. balanced stead state free precession often suffer from artifacts
when performed on scanners with higher field strengths [11].
Based on the clinical interest of visualizing individual arteries, as well as due to the
limitations from existing methods, the aim of the presented thesis was to advance the
use of selective ASL angiography based on the super-selective tagging approach in order
to gather deeper knowledge about the vascular status and physiological parameters of
individual arteries, as this method allows for excellent vessel selectivity and applicability
[12]. Next to physical and technical considerations, the focus was on improving image
quality alongside spatial and temporal resolution of the images as well as the potential
to use these methods in clinical applications, meaning that scan time is kept as short as
possible while obtaining the best possible image quality and information. Additionally,
selected clinical examples should show potential clinical applications in the future.
In the first study (Chapter 2), a method is presented, where static selective ASL an-
giography was performed on volunteers in comparison to TOF angiography in terms of
the smallest continuously resolvable arteries. The results indicate that in both methods,
the intracranial arteries and their distal branches can be continuously depicted with
excellent agreement of two readers. Following this study, static selective ASL angiog-
raphy can be used as an alternative to TOF imaging, when the information of a single
artery is of interest. Furthermore, it could be shown that ASL is not limited by venous
outflow, as this approach can only visualize arterial blood signal. Additionally, in two
patients suffering from arterio-venous malformations, super-selective tagging was per-
formed on the individual feeding arteries. These images agree with the corresponding
DSA measurements.
The second study (Chapter 3) describes an approach to perform time-resolved ASL
angiography in order to acquire dynamic images of blood flow. Contrary to recently
presented approaches, this method relies on individual acquisitions with different post
labeling delays for each time-point, rather than acquiring the images consecutively, with
the goal to obtain higher signal in the later dynamic scans. This increase in signal was
anticipated due to the use of spoiled gradient echo sequences, as the repetitive application
of radio-frequency (RF) pulse reduces the available signal. This approach would lead to
unacceptable scan times (>30 min), therefore the keyhole reduced k-space acquisition
method was applied. In this acceleration method, only the first temporal frame is
acquired with full k-space readout and in the subsequent frames only the central part
of k-space is acquired. The missing higher frequencies are then copied to the later time
frames. Using numerical simulations, the optimal flip angle alongside the minimally
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needed percentage of central k-space lines to be acquired was obtained. The results
indicate that a flip angle of 25◦ and a keyhole percentage of 50 percent yielded optimal
results in that setting. The acquisition time could be reduced to 5 minutes per artery,
thereby making it more feasible for clinical use.
In the next chapter (Chapter 4), a different acceleration technique is presented, denoted
as ”cycled super-selective ASL”, acquiring label images of individual arteries, yet only a
single non-selective control image to subtract from. Similar approaches were proposed
for perfusion imaging using different tagging mechanisms. The presented method in this
study relies on geometrically shifting the labeling focus of super-selective ASL during
acquisition. As the labeling efficiency in super-selective ASL oscillates between -20 to
+20 percent, the effect of the non-selective control acquisition on the signal of the non-
tagged (contralateral) arteries was examined in numerical simulations and volunteer
measurements. The simulated increase in labeling efficiency (oscillating between +20
and +40 percent) on the untagged arteries was also measurable in the volunteer study.
However, on the final images the signal from the contralateral arteries was negligible.
Additionally, the resulting images were compared quantitatively in terms of their signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR) with non-selective and conventional super-selective (label-control
pairs) ASL acquisitions. Following these results, no major deviations could be found.
The last chapter (Chapter 5) describes an advanced method to derive information about
flow velocity and direction from selective ASL data sets by using phase-encoding gra-
dients between excitation and readout. Image acquisition is performed as in a static
ASL angiography acquisition (Chapter 2), but during readout bipolar phase-encoding
gradients were used to induce a phase shift that translates into flow information, as
also used in phase-contrast angiographic (PCA) acquisitions. However, contrary to this
well-known technique, the selective ASL preparation allows the calculation of images of
individual arteries. This was achieved by removing the unwanted signal of contralat-
eral arteries based on the information obtained by selective ASL angiography. This
method was successfully applied for treatment planning in one patient suffering from
an aneurysm with results comparable to DSA. Additionally, one patient suffering from
an AVM was imaged and in comparison to the TOF angiogram, it could be shown that
the contralateral carotid artery supplied the hemisphere with the AVM and the major
draining vein was imaged to a greater extent.
The methods presented here might not necessarily be restricted to neuro-angiography
applications. Also, major arteries of the body, e.g. the neck arteries in cases of subclavian
steal syndrome or individual renal arteries can be imaged with selective ASL techniques
[12, 14, 15]. Major limitations however are breathing and cardiac movement, potentially
leading to a misplaced labeling focus for subsequent acquisitions.
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The technique presented in chapter 5 can be further advanced over the time-domain,
as 4D PCA acquisitions gain more and more popularity in cardiac and also in neuro
angiographic applications. A major advantage over currently available techniques is the
possibility to acquire images of a single artery rather than the whole vasculature. One
major challenge for this method however are long scan durations and limited spatial
coverage.
ASL angiographic methods can further benefit from advanced image processing tech-
niques, e.g. vessel segmentation to further emphasize the obtained information and
improve image quality [18, 19]. Additionally, these techniques can be used e.g. to
translate temporal information obtained by (selective) ASL to non-selective and static,
techniques with high spatial resolution (e.g. TOF).
Recently, also methods for the selective acquisition of intracranial arteries based on
the inflow-enhancement of fresh blood (similar to TOF) with simultaneously applied
cylindrical saturation of the unwanted arteries were introduced [20, 21]. These methods
currently do not allow for measurements of small intracranial arteries as compared to
the used super-selective ASL approach in this thesis, yet provide a potential alternative
to ASL angiographic measurements of the major brain-feeding arteries. Comparative
studies between these approaches can be performed to balance the pros and cons of these
approaches.
In conclusion, this thesis presents approaches for the selective and super-selective ap-
plication of pCASL to produce angiographic images of individual intracranial arteries.
These results show the potential, the benefits and also the limitations in volunteer scans
and in selected clinical cases. To establish these techniques in the clinical setting, fur-
ther tests and studies have to be performed. This includes the evaluation whether ASL
angiography benefits from cardiac triggering, the application in selected pathological
conditions and also quantitative comparisons to established methods.
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Verschillende werkwijzen zijn ontwikkeld om geselecteerde intracraniale slagaders verte-
genwoordigen. Deze omvatten ultrageluid (US), computertomografie (CT), magnetische
resonantie beeldvorming (MRI) en digitale subtractie angiografie (DSA) [1–4]. De DSA
wordt gezien als de gouden standaard methode, maar de procedure is duur en impliceert
de toepassing van rntgenstraling en contrastmiddel [1]. Verwant Beperkingen gelden
voor de CT beeldvorming. De kosten voor deze lager is, maar is een weergave van af-
zonderlijke slagaders onmogelijk [2]. Contrast-verbeterd, ook MRI angiografie (MRA)
kan geen vasculaire selectief opnames [3]. Een niet-invasieve werkwijze voor vasculaire
beeldvorming vertegenwoordigt de US, maar de toepassing ervan beperkt wat betreft
de ruimtelijke resolutie en intracraniale toepassing [4]. De MRI biedt de mogelijkheid
niet invasieve, niet-contrast opnamen Genereren. Een voorbeeld hiervan is de time-of-
flight (TOF) angiografie, die ook is niet-selectief aangebracht [5]. Selectieve arterile
spin labeling (ASL) methoden het mogelijk om foto’s van geselecteerde bloedvaten te
nemen. Dit waren echter voornamelijk voor perfusie beeldvorming [6]. In principe, met
een ASL Angiografie wordt uitgevoerd wanneer de tijd tussen de label (excitatie) en de
beeldopname wordt verkort en daardoor het signaal nog steeds in de slagaders en niet
in het hersenweefsel. De overgang van perfusie beeldvorming voor angiografische Beeld-
vorming is niet triviaal, aangezien bijvoorbeeld opgelost perfusie sequenties ruwweg (¿
2 mm pixelgrootte), en daardoor de intracranile vaten onvoldoende worden vertegen-
woordigd. Andere overwegingen moeten worden gemaakt over de duur van labeling en
de tijd resolutie. Recent zijn verscheidene strategien ontwikkeld om te genieten van
ASL voor angiografische imaging [7–9]. Deze verschillen in termen van werkwijze de
labeling, elite strategie en selectiviteit. Voor kwantificering van stroomeigenschappen
en snelheden verschilden gebruikte methoden, waaronder time-resolved technieken die
verscheidene schoten voeren na labeling of via wiskudinge transformatie van een T1 re-
laxatie (Hoofdstuk 1). De meeste werkwijzen zijn beperkt, bijvoorbeeld, maakt gebruik
van de T1 methode schat de ontspanning tijd, die onnauwkeurige resultaten zou kunnen
opleveren [7]. Ook een aantal opnamen na labeling kan leiden tot signaalverlies in de
latere opnames vaak gespoilte gradint echo beelden worden gebruikt, die de bestaande
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longitudinale magnetisatie voor elke bekrachtiging te verminderen [10]. Andere selectie
technieken, zoals de evenwichtige steady state vrije precessie techniek, vaak last van
image artefacten tijdens de opnames, vooral bij hoge magnetische veldsterkte [11].
Vanwege de noodzaak weergave van afzonderlijke intracranile vaten en de bestaande
beperkingen van de momenteel beschikbare technieken was het doel van dit werk om
de methoden van de ASL voor angiografische beeldvorming te optimaliseren en ver-
beteren. Vasculaire selectieve weergave werd de super-selectieve arterile spin labeling
techniek gebruikt omdat deze wordt gekenmerkt door een uitstekende selectiviteit en
toepasbaarheid [12]. Naast de fysische en technische toepasbaarheid van de ontwikkelde
methoden werd de aandacht gericht op het verbeteren rtlichen en tijdsresolutie, de klin-
ische toepasbaarheid in aanmerking. Dit betekent onder andere de kortst mogelijke
opnametijd met behoud van de beeldkwaliteit. Gepresenteerd in deze studie moeten
geselecteerde patinten voorbeelden ook nadenken over mogelijke klinische toepassings-
gebieden in de toekomst.
Het eerste onderzoek in dit werk (hoofdstuk 2) een werkwijze voor het ontvangen
statische, vasculaire selectieve ASL angiogrammen in directe vergelijking met TOF an-
giografie, werd de kleinste vaste identificeerbare vaartuigen geanalyseerd. De resultaten
van deze studie tonen aan dat deze slagaders kan worden weergegeven door beide werk-
wijzen dezelfde kwaliteit met uitstekend resultaat van twee onafhankelijke lezers. Deze
resultaten suggereren dat de selectieve ASL angiografie kan worden gebruikt als alter-
natief voor TOF, vooral in gevallen waarin de informatie over een slagader is belangrijk.
Verder werd aangetoond dat de ASL niet beperkt door veneuze terugkeer, in vergelijking
met de TOF alleen de arterile signaal kan worden weergegeven. Daarnaast werden twee
voorbeelden patinten hadden, die aan een arterioveneuze malformatie (AVM), waarbij
de toevoer vaten waren super-selectief gelabeld. In een van deze vaten toevoeren werd
de super-selectieve excitatie succes toegepast tijdens de standaard methode (DSA) is dit
niet toegestaan.
In de tweede studie (hoofdstuk 3) is een methode van dynamische Tijdsgeresolveerde
Angiografie gepresenteerd. In vergelijking met andere studies afzonderlijke foto’s zijn
gemaakt met een variabele vertragingstijd na de spin excitatie plaats opeenvolgende
opnames in dit werk. Het voordeel van deze werkwijze ligt in het hogere signaal kan
worden ontvangen, aangezien de magnetisatie niet door de vorige radiofrequentie (RF)
puls toepassing wordt aangetast. Beperkende factor werd echter verhogen van de scant-
ijd (¿ 30 min). Daarom is een versnelling methode gebruikt, die heet sleutelgat techniek.
Kenmerkend Daaruit leest de gehele k-ruimte alleen in het eerste frame en in de vol-
gende schietpartij wordt uitgevoerd slechts een beperkte steekproef. Het ontbreken van
hoogfrequente componenten worden vervolgens gekopieerd uit het eerste schot. Om deze
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methode te optimaliseren in functie van de kantelhoek en de sleutelgat factor gebruikte
numerieke simulaties uitgevoerd. De resultaten tonen aan dat een kantelhoek van 25
en een sleutelgat factor 50 procent bevredigende resultaten in deze toepassing. De op-
nametijd kan worden teruggebracht tot vijf minuten per slagader. Zo kan deze werkwijze
ook worden gebruikt in klinische problemen.
In het volgende hoofdstuk (Hoofdstuk 4) een versoepeling methode ontwikkeld die is
gebaseerd op het idee dat alle vaartuigen selectief gexciteerd slechts controleconditie
kan worden gebruikt. Deze methode werd genoemd fietste super-selectieve ASL. In de
literatuur vergelijkbare werkwijzen werden voorgesteld op basis van andere ASL tech-
nieken. Deze methode is gebaseerd op de geometrische verplaatsing van etikettering de
focus tijdens het fotograferen. Aangezien de labelingsefficintie oscilleert in superselek-
tivem ASL afhankelijk van de afstand van de gexciteerde vat tussen -20 en 20 procent,
deze benadering is eerder gevalueerd door numerieke simulaties en vrijwilliger studie.
In de gepresenteerde techniek, de labelingsefficintie schommelde tussen 20 en 40 pro-
cent, afhankelijk van de afstand tot de opgewonden slagader. Dit kan in de opnamen
leiden tot problemen, zoals het niet gexciteerd slagaders kan ook een hogere signaal. In
het laatste gemaakte opnamen, was dit geen probleem, aangezien het signaal van deze
vaten was laag. Bovendien werden de laatste angiogrammen kwantitatief vergeleken in
termen van hun signaal-ruisverhouding (SNR) met conventionele super-selectieve ASL
(label en check-ontvangst paren) en niet-selectieve ASL in een tweede studie onderwer-
pen. De resultaten van deze studie toonde geen significante verschillen tussen de diverse
methoden.
In het laatste hoofdstuk (hoofdstuk 5) is een nieuwe methode voor het kwantificeren van
de stroomrichting en snelheid in geselecteerde vasculaire fase codering in combinatie met
super-selectieve ASL. De opnametechniek vergelijkbaar met die beschreven in hoofdstuk
1 is beschreven, echter bipolaire Flusskodiergradienten worden tijdens acquisitie gebruikt
om de informatiestroom te verkrijgen. Dit principe wordt ook toegepast in fase contrast
angiografie (PCA). In tegenstelling tot deze bekende techniek is het bovendien mogelijk
de voorgestelde manier om informatie over afzonderlijke slagaders te krijgen. Dit wordt
bereikt door Bildnachverarbeitungsmethoden waarbij de kunnen ongewenste signaal op
basis van de informatie van de selectieve angiografie ASL verwijderen. De werkwijze is
ook met succes toegepast in patinten voorbeelden. In een aneurysma werd gevalueerd
met de standaard werkwijze van de DSA en de tweede een arterioveneuze malformatie
krijgt (AVM) en vergeleken met de TOF angiografie. In een directe vergelijking tussen
TOF en ASL ASL blijkt uit het rechter hemisfeer werd geleverd door de linker halssla-
gader, die in de TOF niet kon worden aangetoond. Bovendien kan de ader uitstromende
worden voorgelegd aan een grotere mate. In de voorgestelde werkwijze selectief naast
de slagaders en aderen kan vertegenwoordigen.
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De in dit document methoden resultaten zijn niet per se alleen gebruikt voor de bereiding
van de hersenen schepen, maar ook in andere schepen, zoals de verschijning van de
nek schepen tijdens subclavia stelen syndroom of in de selectieve evaluatie van nier-
of leverinsufficintie slagaders [13–15]. Beperkende factor maar bewegingen veroorzaakt
of ademhaling, die de positie van het schip Labelingfokus vrij kan verschuiven in deze
toepassingen hartslag.
De in hoofdstuk 5 werkwijze kan worden uitgebreid tot de tijdseenheid. Zogenaamde 4D
fasecontrastbeelden worden steeds populairder, vooral bij cardiale beeldvorming, maar
ook in neuroimaging. Een uitbreiding van de voorgestelde werkwijze bovendien het
voordeel van die afzonderlijke slagaders en zou niet beperkt tot opnamen van alle vaar-
tuigen tegelijk. maar beperkende factor Toon uitgebreide opnametijden en de daaruit
voortvloeiende kleinere inname volumes.
De technieken voor vasculaire beeldvorming middels ASL kan verder worden verbeterd
door werkwijzen beeld nabewerking. Deze omvatten algoritmen voor Gefsegmentation,
het signaal van de afzonderlijke slagaders benadrukt verder die [18, 19]. Het is ook
denkbaar dat de vasculaire selectieve en de tijdinformatie van de ASL statische hoge
resolutie wordt verzonden (bijvoorbeeld de TOF).
Ook methoden zijn onlangs gentroduceerd, waarmee vertegenwoordigen individuele schepen
door selectieve verzadiging. Deze zijn gebaseerd op het effect dat nieuw bloed stroomt
in verzadigde beeld lagen en dus signaal naar het weefsel veroorzaakt relatief (To-
evoer effect) [20]. De selectiviteit gebeurt door cilindrische Saturierungspulse geposi-
tioneerd over afzonderlijke slagaders bereikt [21]. Momenteel zijn deze werkwijzen niet
toe super-selectieve shots, maar deze kunnen worden beschouwd als mogelijke alter-
natieven voor selectief schieten de grote vaten hals. Vergelijkende studies tussen deze
Saturierungsmethoden en selectieve ASL worden uitgevoerd om afzonderlijke voor- en
nadelen vertonen.
Methoden ontwikkeld voor de selectieve samenvatting en super selectieve angiografie
basis van de super-selectieve ASL en gevalueerd in dit proefschrift. De resultaten to-
nen het potentieel, de voordelen maar ook de beperkingen van deze toepassing in de
proefpersoon en de patint opnames. Om deze methoden in de klinische praktijk blijft
integreren verdere studies en proeven moeten worden uitgevoerd. Dit omvat het gebruik
van hartslag synchronisatie (Cardiac triggering) en de toepassing van bepaalde ziekten,
in directe vergelijking met gevestigde werkwijzen.
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Zur Darstellung selektierter intrakranieller Arterien wurden verschiedene Methoden en-
twickelt. Diese sind unter anderem Ultraschall (US), Computertomographie (CT), Mag-
netresonanztomographie (MRT) und digitale Subtraktionsangiographie (DSA) [1–4].
Die DSA wird als Goldstandardmethode gesehen, aber die Prozedur ist aufwendig und
beinhaltet die Applikation von Ro¨ntgenstrahlung sowie Kontrastmittelgabe [1]. A¨hnliche
Limitationen gelten fu¨r die CT-Bildgebung. Der Aufwand hierfu¨r ist geringer, jedoch
ist eine Darstellung einzelner Arterien nicht mo¨glich [2]. Auch kontrastmittelversta¨rkte
MRT-Angiographien (MRA) ko¨nnen keine gefa¨ßselektiven Aufnahmen erzeugen [3]. Eine
nicht-invasive Methode zur Gefa¨ßdarstellung stellt der US dar, dessen Applikation aber
limitiert ist hinsichtlich der Ortsauflo¨sung sowie der intrakraniellen Anwendbarkeit [4].
Auch die MRT bietet die Mo¨glichkeit nichtinvasive, kontrastmittelfreie Aufnahmen zu
generieren. Ein Beispiel hierfu¨r ist die time-of-flight (TOF) Angiographie, welche auch
nicht-selektiv angewandt wird [5]. Selektive Arterial Spin Labeling (ASL) Methoden
ermo¨glichen es, Aufnahmen ausgewa¨hlter Arterien aufzunehmen. Diese wurden jedoch
hauptsa¨chlich fu¨r die Perfusionsbildgebung verwendet [6]. Prinzipiell kann mit ASL eine
Angiographie durchgefu¨hrt werden, wenn die Zeit zwischen dem Label (Anregung) und
der Bildaufnahme verku¨rzt wird und somit das Signal sich noch in den Arterien und nicht
im Gehirngewebe befindet. Der U¨bergang von Perfusionsbildgebung zur angiographis-
chen Bildgebung ist nicht trivial, da zum Beispiel die Perfusionssequenzen grob aufgelo¨st
(> 2 mm Pixelgro¨ße) sind und sich dadurch die intrakraniellen Gefa¨ße nicht ausreichend
darstellen lassen. Weitere U¨berlegungen mu¨ssen angestellt werden bezu¨glich der La-
belingdauer sowie der Zeitauflo¨sung. Ku¨rzlich wurden verschiedene Strategien entwick-
elt, um ASL zur angiographischen Bildgebung zu nutzen [7–9]. Diese unterscheiden
sich hinsichtlich der Labelingmethode, der Auslesestrategie und der Selektivita¨t. Fu¨r
die Quantifizierung von Flusseigenschaften und -geschwindigkeiten wurden verschiedene
Methoden genutzt, unter anderem zeitaufgelo¨ste Techniken, die mehrere Aufnahmen
nach dem Labeling durchfu¨hren oder mittels mathematischer Ru¨ckrechnung der T1 Re-
laxation (Kapitel 1). Jedoch sind die meisten Methoden limitiert, zum Beispiel nutzt die
T1 Methode Scha¨tzungen der Relaxationszeit, welche ungenaue Ergebnisse liefern ko¨nnte
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[7]. Auch die Aufnahme mehrerer Bilder nach dem Labeling kann zu Signalverlust in den
spa¨teren Aufnahmen fu¨hren, da ha¨ufig gespoilte Gradienten Echo Aufnahmen verwen-
det werden, welche die vorhandene La¨ngsmagnetisierung vor jeder Anregung reduzieren
[10]. Andere Auslesetechniken, wie zum Beispiel die balanced steady state free preces-
sion Technik, leiden ha¨ufig unter Bildartefakten wa¨hrend der Aufnahmen, besonders bei
hohen Magnetfeldsta¨rken [11].
Aufgrund der Notwendigkeit der Darstellung einzelner intrakranieller Gefa¨ße sowie der
bestehenden Limitationen der aktuell verfu¨gbaren Techniken war das Ziel dieser Arbeit,
die Methodik der ASL zur angiographischen Bildgebung weiterzuentwickeln, zu opti-
mieren und zu verbessern. Zur gefa¨ßselektiven Darstellung wurde die super-selective
Arterial Spin Labeling Technik verwendet, da diese sich durch eine exzellente Selek-
tivita¨t und Anwendbarkeit auszeichnet [12]. Neben der physikalischen und technischen
Anwendbarkeit der entwickelten Methoden wurde das Augenmerk auf die Verbesserung
der o¨rtlichen sowie der Zeitauflo¨sung gelegt, wobei auch die klinische Anwendbarkeit
beru¨cksichtigt wurde. Dies bedeutet unter anderem mo¨glichst kurze Aufnahmezeiten bei
gleichbleibender Bildqualita¨t. Die in dieser Arbeit pra¨sentierten ausgewa¨hlten Patien-
tenbeispiele sollen auch mo¨gliche klinische Anwendungsgebiete in der Zukunft aufzeigen.
Die erste Studie in dieser Arbeit (Kapitel 2) stellt eine Methode zur Aufnahme statis-
cher, gefa¨ßselektiver ASL Angiogramme im direkten Vergleich zur TOF Angiographie
vor, wobei die kleinsten durchga¨ngig identifizierbaren Gefa¨ße analysiert wurden. Die Re-
sultate dieser Studie zeigen, dass diese Arterien in beiden Methoden in gleicher Qualita¨t
mit exzellenter U¨bereinstimmung zweier unabha¨ngiger Reader dargestellt werden kon-
nten. Diese Ergebnisse deuten darauf hin, dass die selektive ASL Angiographie als
Alternative zur TOF verwendet werden kann, besonders in Fa¨llen in denen die Infor-
mation u¨ber eine einzelne Arterie wichtig ist. Des Weiteren konnte gezeigt werden, dass
die ASL nicht durch veno¨sen Ru¨ckfluss limitiert wird, da im Vergleich zur TOF nur
das arterielle Signal dargestellt werden kann. Außerdem wurden zwei Beispiele von Pa-
tienten pra¨sentiert, die an einer arterio-veno¨sen Malformation (AVM) litten, bei denen
die zufu¨hrenden Gefa¨ße super-selektiv markiert wurden. In einem dieser zufu¨hrenden
Gefa¨ße konnte die super-selektive Anregung erfolgreich angewandt werden, wa¨hrend die
Goldstandardmethode (DSA) dies nicht zuließ.
In der zweiten Studie (Kapitel 3) wird eine Methode zur dynamischen zeitaufgelo¨sten
Gefa¨ßdarstellung vorgestellt. Im Vergleich zu anderen Studien wurden in dieser Arbeit
individuelle Aufnahmen mit variabler Wartezeit nach der Spinanregung anstatt kon-
sekutiver Aufnahmen angefertigt. Der Vorteil dieser Methode liegt im ho¨heren Signal,
welches aufgenommen werden kann, da die Magnetisierung nicht durch vorhergehende
Radio-Frequenz (RF) Puls Applikation beeintra¨chtigt ist. Limitierend zeigte sich jedoch
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die Erho¨hung der Scanzeit (> 30 min). Daher wurde eine Beschleunigungsmethode
verwendet, welche als Keyhole Technik bezeichnet wird. Diese zeichnet sich dadurch
aus, dass sie nur in der ersten Aufnahme den gesamten k-Raum ausliest und in den
folgenden Aufnahmen nur eine reduzierte Abtastung durchgefu¨hrt wird. Die fehlen-
den hochfrequenten Anteile werden anschließend von der ersten Aufnahme kopiert. Zur
Optimierung dieser Methode hinsichtlich des verwendeten Flip-Winkels und des Key-
hole-Faktors wurden numerische Simulationen durchgefu¨hrt. Die Resultate zeigen, dass
ein Flip Winkel von 25◦ sowie ein Keyhole-Faktor von 50 Prozent zufriedenstellende
Ergebnisse in dieser Anwendung lieferten. Die Aufnahmezeit konnte auf fu¨nf Minuten
pro Arterie reduziert werden. Damit kann diese Methode auch in klinischen Fragestel-
lungen verwendet werden.
Im na¨chsten Kapitel (Kapitel 4) wurde eine weitere Beschleunigungsmethode entwickelt
welche auf der Idee basiert, dass fu¨r alle selektiv angeregten Gefa¨ße nur eine Kontrollbe-
dingung verwendet werden kann. Diese Methode wurde als cycled super-selective ASL
bezeichnet. In der Literatur wurden bereits a¨hnliche Methoden basierend auf anderen
ASL-Techniken vorgestellt. Diese Methode basiert auf der geometrischen Verschiebung
des Labeling-Fokus wa¨hrend der Aufnahmen. Da aber die Labeling Effizienz in super-
selektivem ASL in Abha¨ngigkeit zum Abstand des angeregten Gefa¨ßes zwischen -20 und
+20 Prozent oszilliert, wurde diese Herangehensweise vorab mittels numerischer Sim-
ulationen und einer Probandenstudie evaluiert. In der vorgestellten Technik oszillierte
die Labeling Effizienz zwischen +20 und +40 Prozent je nach Distanz zur angeregten
Arterie. Dies ko¨nnte in den Aufnahmen zu Problemen fu¨hren, da die nicht-angeregten
Arterien auch ein ho¨heres Signal haben ko¨nnen. In den final angefertigten Aufnahmen
stellte dies kein Problem dar, da das Signal dieser Gefa¨ße gering war. Des Weiteren wur-
den in einer zweiten Probandenstudie die finalen Angiogramme quantitativ hinsichtlich
ihres Signal-zu-Rausch Verha¨ltnisses (SNR) mit konventionellem super-selektivem ASL
(Label- und Kontroll-Aufnahmepaare) sowie nicht-selektivem ASL verglichen. Die Re-
sultate dieser Studie zeigten keine nennenswerten Abweichungen zwischen den einzelnen
Methoden.
Das letzte Kapitel (Kapitel 5) zeigt eine neue Methode zur Quantifizierung der Flussrich-
tung und -geschwindigkeit in selektierten Gefa¨ßen mittels Phasenkodiergradienten in
Verbindung mit super-selektiver ASL. Die Aufnahmetechnik a¨hnelt der in Kapitel 1
beschriebenen, jedoch werden wa¨hrend der Akquisition bipolare Flusskodiergradienten
verwendet um die Flussinformationen zu erhalten. Dieses Prinzip wird auch in Phasen-
Kontrast Angiographien (PCA) angewandt. Im Gegensatz zu dieser bekannten Technik
ist es in der vorgestellten Methode zusa¨tzlich mo¨glich, Informationen u¨ber einzelne Ar-
terien zu erhalten. Dies wird erreicht durch Bildnachverarbeitungsmethoden, welche das
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ungewollte Signal basierend auf den Informationen der selektiven ASL Angiographie ent-
fernen ko¨nnen. Die Methode wurde auch erfolgreich in Patientenbeispielen angewandt.
In einem wurde ein Aneurysma zusammen mit der Standardmethode der DSA evaluiert
und im zweiten Beispiel wurde eine arterio-veno¨se Malformation (AVM) dargestellt und
mit der TOF Angiographie verglichen. Im direkten Vergleich zwischen TOF und ASL
zeigte sich durch ASL, dass die rechte Hemispha¨re von der linken Carotisarterie ver-
sorgt wurde, was in der TOF nicht dargestellt werden konnte. Außerdem konnte die
abfließende Vene in gro¨ßerem Ausmaß dargestellt werden. In der vorgestellten Methode
lassen sich neben den Arterien auch die veno¨sen Gefa¨ße selektiv darstellen.
Die in dieser Arbeit vorgestellten Methoden sind nicht notwendigerweise nur zur Darstel-
lung von Gehirngefa¨ßen einsetzbar, sondern auch in anderen Gefa¨ßen, wie der Darstel-
lung von Halsgefa¨ßen beim Subclavian Steal Syndrom oder in der selektiven Evaluation
von Nieren- oder Leberarterien [13–15]. Limitierend in diesen Anwendungen sind aber
Bewegungen bedingt durch Herzschlag oder Atmung, welche die Position des Labeling-
fokus relativ zum Gefa¨ß verschieben ko¨nnen.
Die in Kapitel 5 vorgestellte Methode kann um die Zeitkomponente erweitert werden.
Sogenannte 4D-Phasenkontrastaufnahmen erfreuen sich immer gro¨ßerer Popularita¨t,
besonders in der kardiologischen Bildgebung, aber auch im Neuroimaging. Eine Er-
weiterung der vorgestellten Methode ha¨tte dann den zusa¨tzlichen Vorteil der Darstellung
einzelner Arterien und wa¨re nicht beschra¨nkt auf Aufnahmen aller Gefa¨ße zum gleichen
Zeitpunkt. Limitierend zeigen sich aber verla¨ngerte Aufnahmezeiten sowie die dadurch
bedingten kleineren Aufnahmevolumina.
Die vorgestellten Techniken zur Gefa¨ßdarstellung mittels ASL ko¨nnen durch Methoden
der Bildnachverarbeitung weiter verbessert werden. Dazu geho¨ren unter anderem Algo-
rithmen zur Gefa¨ßsegmentation, welche das Signal der einzelnen Arterien noch weiter
hervorheben [18, 19]. Außerdem ist es denkbar, dass die gefa¨ßselektive und die Zeitin-
formation der ASL auf statische, hochaufgelo¨ste Aufnahmen (zum Beispiel der TOF)
u¨bertragen wird.
Vor Kurzem wurden auch Methoden vorgestellt, welche es erlauben einzelne Gefa¨ße mit-
tels selektiver Saturierung darzustellen. Diese basieren auf dem Effekt, dass frisches Blut
in gesa¨ttigte Bildschichten einfließt und somit mehr Signal relativ zum Gewebe erzeugt
(Inflow -Effekt) [20]. Die Selektivita¨t wird mittels zylindrischer Saturierungspulse, po-
sitioniert u¨ber einzelne Arterien, erreicht [21]. Zum jetzigen Zeitpunkt erlauben diese
Methoden keine super-selektiven Aufnahmen, jedoch ko¨nnen diese als potentielle Alter-
nativen zu selektiven Aufnahmen der großen Halsgefa¨ße gesehen werden. Vergleichsstu-
dien zwischen diesen Saturierungsmethoden und der selektiven ASL sollten durchgefu¨hrt
werden, um individuelle Vor- und Nachteile aufzuzeigen.
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Zusammenfassend wurden in dieser Doktorarbeit Methoden zur selektiven und super-
selektiven Angiographie basierend auf der super-selektiven ASL entwickelt und evaluiert.
Die Resultate zeigen das Potential, die Vorteile aber auch Limitationen dieser Anwen-
dung in Probanden- und Patientenaufnahmen. Um diese Methoden im klinischen Alltag
weiter zu integrieren, mu¨ssen weitere Studien und Tests durchgefu¨hrt werden. Diese
wa¨ren unter anderem die Verwendung von Herzschlagsynchronisation (Cardiac trigger-
ing) und die Anwendung in bestimmten Krankheitsbildern im direkten Vergleich zu
etablierten Methoden.
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